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ALIiUQLERQUE, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 21, 1903

1G

TERRITORIAL

LAWMAKERS
Second Day's Proceedings
of Legislative Assembly..
ANDREWS WILL GO TO WASHINGTON
Two

Contests in the House Fight on Over
Numerous Legislative Employes.

Special to The Citizen.
Santa Ke. N. M., Jan. 21. The council transacted very little business this
morning, and adjourned till tomorrow
afternoon.
Senator Andrews was granted leave
of absence to go to Washington to urge
passage of the statehood bill. He left
last night for Albuquerque, accompanied by W. S. Hopewell, to consult with
the citizens' committee as to the right
of way and terminal grounds for the
Albuquerque Eastern In that city, and
from Albuquerque he will proceed to
Washington.
The house devoted the morning session to two contests one from San
Miguel county, and the other from Colfax county.
There is a fight on over legislative
employes, and the number will probably be reduced.
6EC0ND

DAY, TUESDAY, JAN. 20.

Council.
Every member of the council answered roll call. Rev. W. R. Dye led
In prayer. The minutes are kept unusually complete, each remark and address being fully reported,
The president appointed the following committee on rules: Messrs.
Chaves, Spiess and Hawkins.
The president remarked that he
would not appoint a committee on privileges and elections as no contest had
been announced, and this caused some
good natured raillery between Messrs.
Hughes and Fall.
Hon. Amado Chaves introduced the
following resolution:
A joint resolution for the printing of
the governor's message in both English and Spanish. The resolution provides for the printing of 1,000 copies in
Spanish and English and provides that
the exhibits going with the message
shall not be included in the printed
journal.
Hon. Amado Chaves asked for unanimous consent to consider the resolution, but Messrs. Hughes, Hawkins and
Fall objected and the resolution went
over.
Hon. Amado Chaves then introduced
council bill No. 2:
An act to provide for the expenses
of the territorial board of education to
regulate county Institutes, etc. This
act provides for a mileage of 10 cents
for each member of the board of education from his place of residence to
the place of meeting, counting one
way, and $2.50 for each and every day
that the board Is in session out of
funds arising from the rental of the
common school lands.
Not more than two meetings per
year of two days each shall thus be
paid for. The bill provides the following for the payment of expenses of
county normal institutes: Each applicant for a teacher's certificate is to
pay $2 for each examination; that the
county treasurers of first class counties annually set apart $100 for the
purpose; of second class counties $75;
third class counties $50 for the county
Institute fund; into which are also to
be included all monies collected by
county superintendents from applicants for county certificates, and those
attending county institutes. The bill
also provides that no person shall conduct any county institute within the
territory unless having a certificate
from the territorial board of education
authorizing him to do so. An appropriation of not exceeding $25 annually
is made by the bill (or printing certificates for conductors and instructors in
the county institutes and the printing
of the questions prepared by the territorial board of education. The territorial hoard of education Is also empowered to issue a course of study for
comity institutes and to revoke county
certificates for Inability, incompetency,
or for any cause that would have withheld the issuing of such certificates.
The bill went over to Le referred when
the committees are appointed.
The council then adjourned until 10
o'clock Wednesday, morning.
-

The House,
were present at roll
call. The chaplain, Rev. Adrian Rabey-rolloffered prayer. Hon. W. A. Mc- All members

(

one term as a niemler of the counril,
one term as a member of the house,
three terms as chief clerk of the council and one term in another legislative
position.
The New Mexican says: "lion. An Noted Character ot ttie North
tonio Luecro made quite an address In
Spanish yesterday afternoon In sec
west Pulls the Trigger,
onding the nomination of Hon. Nestor
Montoya for speaker. He offered the
olive branch to the republicans, but
since his seat Is contested by a repub BEING TRIED FOR HIGH TREASON
lican, this was Quite a politic thing
to do."
It Is claimed that Senator Fall Is the Burnham, of New Hampshire, Ham
handsomest man in the council. He
Is a Kentuckiaii.
mering Away Against Statehood,
Representative Howie is rustling for
the Interests of Gallup In so far as
they are involved in the location of the SENATOR QUAY SECURES A TEST VOTE
minors' hospital there.

COMMITSJUICIDE

Eastern Weather.
Chicago, Jan. 21. Temperature at
a. m.: New York, 48; Boston, 40;
Ivcr, who was absent on Monday, was
sworn in ly. Territorial Secretary J. Philadelphia, 4G; Washington, 3C; Chi
cago, 16; Minneapolis, 8; Cincinnati,
W. Raynolda.
The journal of the previous day 32; St. Louis, 20.
which was very complete, even In de
Goddard, the Pugilist, Dead.
tail, was read and approved.
Camden, N. J., Jan. 21. Joe Goddard,
Speaker Montoya appointed the following committee on rules: Messrs the pugilist, who was shot at the re
Montoya, Llewellyn, Pedro Sanchez, publican primaries In Camden county
July last, died today In the hospital
Turner and Bowie.
Goddard, it is alleged, was in
He appointed the following commit here.
of a gang of Philadelphia re
tee on privileges, contests and elec charge
peaters.
Sanchez,
Pen
tions: Messrs. Cristoval
dleton, David Martinez, Llewellyn and
ANDREWS-HOPEWELL
Eduardo Martinez.
The territorial employes were sworn
in by Speaker Montoya.
Hon. Pedro Sanchez, of Taos, intro
duced house bill No. 1, an act to abol- They Hold Conference With Executive
ish the oflie of coal oil Inspector in
Committee and Talk Railroud.
New Mexico. Some parliamentary dis
cussipn followed to postpone the intro
duction of this bill, but it was without
NO SITE YET SELECTED.
result and the bill was read and laid
over until it can be referred to the
proper committee. Hon. Pedro SanHon. W. H. Andrews, president, and
chez rose to the point of order that all
committees should meet at the cap! Hon. W. S. Hopewell, vice president
tol, the speaker sustaining him in this and general manager, both prominent
point.
officials of the Albuquerque Eastern
The house then adjourned until Wed and the Santa Fe Central Railway
nesday morning at 10 o'clock, to give companies, per advices previously re
the speaker time to make his commit- ceived by Messrs. Myers, Brooks and
tee appointments and time for the com- Strlckler, reached the city last night
mittees thus far named to work..
from Santa Fe, and today held an 1m
Speaker Montoya-swor- portant conference with the three gen
This afternoon,
in additional territorial em- tlemen constituting the executive com
ployes elected at the morning session. mittee of the general citizens' commit
tee, at the Bank of Commerce, where
Legislative Notes.
they discussed the Albuquerque East
The first council bill was Introduced em railway proposition
and the facts
by President Chaves on Monday, as
IeauVng up to the location of terminal
follows: Council bill No. 1, an act to grounds
and right of way Into the city
compel attendance at government and
The Citizen representative called at
territorial schools, which was ordered the bank, this afternoon, and on being
read first and second time and ordered admitted,
secured the following brief
printed and referred to the committee
on education whn the same shall be interview with General Manager Hope
well:
announced. The bill provides for the
"We have had a very pleasant con
compulsory attendance at school of all
ference with the executive committee
children In New Mexico between the cf
the general citizens' committee,"
ages of C and 18 years, providing their
Mr. Hopewell, "and on behalf of
said
transportation expenses are paid when the Albuquerque
Eastern railway, con
necessary. A fine of not less than $5
stituting General Torrance, Senators
and not more than $25 for the first offense, and from $10 to $50 for the sec- Arthur Kennedy and W. H. Andrews
ond offense or imprisonment in the and others will say that they want to
county jail of from ten to thirty days, work In entire harmony with the com
are the penalties provided for parents, mittee and the city of Albuquerque
guardians or others having control of While we have our own ideas and pref
erences in regard to the location of
children who fall to comply with the
terminals, etc., we are not wedded to
act.
any particular section of the city. Of
Messrs. Fall, Hawkins, Spless, Anwe want to get as far into the
course,
drews and Albright constitute the
city as possible, and as the big lumber
council committee appointed by Presimill and box factory will be built in the
dent Chaves for the purpose of formunorthwestern
section of the city, we
lating finance bills to cover the expense of the statehood propaganda, would natuarly like to have facilities
preparing necessary resolutions, me- for getting in close touch with them,
morializing congress, thanking Hon. B. and thence, as the committee and peoS. Rodey, etc., this being upon motion ple see fit, closer Into the city. We will
not insist upon any one particular site
of Mr. Hughes.
all we want Is a suitable site for the
At noon yesterday the Joint statepurposes intended, and for as little
hood committee constituting five memmoney as possible to the generous subbers from each house, met and organized by electing Hon. A. B. Fall presi- scribers of this city. To be emphatic,
dent, and Hon. G. F. Albright, secre- let me say no site has 'yet been setary. This is the statehood commit- lected, and none will be until the surtee, and the special commitee to draft veyors get to work, which will be in a
resolutions is as follows: A. B. Fall, few days, and make their report, after
chairman pro tem; Messrs. Spless, of which work will be commenced on the
San Miguel; Bowie, of MeKinley; and Albuquerque Eastern railroad in strict
accordance with the agreement enTurner, of Grant.
It is almost certain that Messrs. tered into with Messrs. Myers, Brooks
Coleman and Stockton, republicans, and Strlckler."
contestants from San Miguel and Col- torMr. Hopewell will accompany SenaAndrews south as far as El Paso
fax counties respectively, will be given
tonight on the hitter's way to Washtheir seats In the house.
The house will undoubtedly be called ington. The former gentleman will
upon to decide between McCosh, re- then return north, visiting his wife at
publican, and Holland, democrat, from Hillslioro for a day or two, and thence
Union county. At the general election back to Albuquerque. He hopes to be
in November there was a tie, and at here next Monday morning.
the special election, the other day,
Will Serve Thirty Years.
the rate was very close, both claiming
Haftford. Jan. 21. The Wilcox case
to be elected, and loth gentlemen are
now at Santa Fe. There will be a this afternoon brought In a verdict of
contest and the result will no doubt murder in the second degree, and fixed
punishment at thirty years in the, penibe favorable to McCosh.
Charles V. Bafford, the chief clerk of tentiary at hard labor.
the house, though he looks voune lu
King's Birthday Observed.
years, has had considerable experience
Stockholm, Jan. 21. King Oscar's
in legislative and political matters. In seventy-fourtbirthday Is being royalKansas he served in Beveral cam- ly observed here today, by a banquet
paigns with Senators Plumb and Tn- - to the foreign ministers. The city and
ealls. He held a position in tne last harbor are gaily decorated and the
legislative house.
usual salutes were fired. The whole
W. E. Martin, the chief clerk of the city observed the day as a holiday.
council, is a veteran of six terms In The king was In good health and exthe legislative service. He has served cellent spirits.
h

It was developed in the senate yeBter- dny is regarded by the president and
loaders in the senate as serious. The
president Is taking no active part In
the statehood bill contest but he Is
concerned lest It should result in side

tracking other Important legislation.
He has Indicated heretofore opposition
to the omnibus bill, but whether his
opinion regarding the measure would
Impel him to veto It In case It were
parsed Is regarded as doubtful.
Bill Signed.
Washington, Jan. 21. The president
this afternoon signed the militia bill.
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A TURHJOIIL
Governor Peabody Trying to
Patch Up Difficulties.
LOOKS LIKE NO SENATOR THIS SESSION"

She Improved.

Jan. 21. As a last resort
an effort to save tne life of Mrs.
Alice Garrett, Dr. Walter B. Dorsctt
last night commenced formalin for
blood poisoning, recently successfully
Butte, Mont., Jan. 21. George Van applied by Dr. C. C. Buraws. of Belle- Buren, one of the most noted charac vue hospital. New York. A marked im
Columbia, S. C, Jan. 21. Duncan
Denver, Jan. 21. Governor Peabody
ters of the northwest, committed sui- provement In the condition of Mrs. la making efforts to have the difficul- Clinch Hayward, democrat, was Inaugcide in his cabin at Rattlesnake Valley Garett, who was at death's door, reurated governor of South Carolina toties between republican and democrat- day. Jnmes
niter a protracted spree. He placed sulted.
T. Sloan waa rwrrn In as
ic senators adjusted before noon to- lieutenant governor to succeed James
the barrel of his rifle againBt his heart.
Fatal Freig.it Wreck.
day when the joint session of the legis- II Til'man.
and touched the trigger off wlthhe
San Bernardino, Cal., Jan. 21. A lature should be held to vote for Unitstove poker. Van Buren was 60 years
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 21. The general
collision occurred between two ed States senator.
of age and claimed to be a lineal de- head-oassembly in joint session today, formCajon
freight
Fe
in
Santa
Pass
trains
A conference between the commit ally elected Thomas C. Piatt to the
scendant of President Van Buren. He
Conuuctor "Shorty" tees of the contending parties are beacted as scout under General Howard at midnight.
United States senate.during the Ncz Perce trouble. He was Stewart and Fireman Charles W. Beck- ing held In the governor's office. Three
Dover, Del., Jan. 21. The demowere
man
one
will
killed
ett
and
other
republican senators, Cornforth, Drake cratic caucus members, who made aa
also sent out by Miles with orders for
probably
die.
Custer, reaching the scene of massacre
and Wood, it is claimed, have bolted offer to deal with the republicans In
the day of the annihilation of the band
the lody over which Lieutenant Gov- electing one senator each In an effort
of soldiers.
ernor Haggott presides, leaving only to defeat Addlcks, today submitted
GELSO APODACA CINCHED.
six regularly elected republicans In their refusal to extend the time limit
COL ARTHUR LYNCH.
that organization.
of their offer. The two housed assem
The governor has not agreed to rec bled In Joint session at noon to ballot
On Trial at London for Treason He Worked the Merchants But Finally ognize Haggott's senate aa regular.
for senator. There was no choice,
Against Great Britain.
.The democratic senators occupied
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 21. Tbe Iegis--.
Came to an End.
the senate chamber all night, Bleeping lature in joint session ratified the elee- London, Jan. 21. The trial of Col
cn cots.
Arthur Lynch, member of parliament
I tlon
of RuBsell A. Alger as United
Ropes and ladders were found this mates senator.
for Galway on the charge of treason
SENT TO COUNTY JAIL.
morning In ante rooms of the house
by aiding and abetting, the king's and
Salt Lake, Utah, Jan. 21. The two
gallery. It Is not known who placed houses of the legislature In joint seslate queen's enemies during the war in
them there, but It Is presumed the purSouth Africa, according to one unique
today confirmed the election of
Celso Apodaca, a young native, who pose was to afford the democratic sen- sion
sentence of arraignment, "being moved
Keed Smoot to the United States sen.;: '
and seduced thereto by Instigation of has been branded as a chronic crim ators metns to enter the house cham ate.
Indianapolis, Jan. 21. United States
the devil," commenced today before inal, was sent over to the county jail bcr Fhoi Id an attempt be made to extolord chief Justice, Lord Alverstone, for sixty days. Apodaca has a mania clude them from the Joint session. The Senator Fairbanks waa
day in joint session of the legislature.
and two other Justices. The prisoner for working the merchants for small ropes and ladders were removed.
The democratic senators adjourned
pleaded not guilty- - This is the first sums. Many times buying an artlcl?
Inevstigation Quashed.
treason trial for Ertgl-n- d fo-- upward worth a few dollnrs, by worklug under yesterday's session at 10 a. m. and Im' St. Paul, Jan- - 21, The proposal to
of sixty years.
the name of a prominent native citi- mediately reconvened.
appropriation bill, investigate tbe issuance of passes by
The' emerg-Szen, whom he knows has'a good acunan- railroads to legislators and others waa
OUR ENEMY.
count. He then sells the purchased carrying $50,000 for salaries,
hoDei
"uashed In the house today.
imously
passed
to
and
sent
away
the
below the cost price.
article
Burnham, of New Hampshire, Talking
Several of the merchants who have for the purpose of ascertaining if that
Against Statehood.
Iowa StoChr PrtersT
been worked In the past, have said body will recognize the democratic
Newton, Iowa, Jan. 21. Prominent
Washington, Jan. 21. When the sen nothing about the matter, for fear of senate.
No republicans attended the session stockmen from every county In the
ate met today the Vest resolution, re injuring their trade. But Apodaca'B
state were present today at the openquiring the finance committee to pre little games were brought to a close of the senate.
pare an dreport the bill removing the this morning for at least sixty days.
The democratic senators appointed ing of the annual meeting of tbe Iowa
Moore, Seldomridge and Adams a com- Improved Stock Breeders' association.
s
duty on coal, was referred to the com
The young man entered Mike
mittee on finance.
store Monday evening and pur- mittee to attend the conference In the A two days' program has been arrangQuay then, In accordance with no chased a pair of $3.50 shoes of Mr. governor's office.
ed calling for papers and discussions
The house secretary refused to re covering a wide range of subjects of
tlce given yesterday, called up the Mandell's nephew. He told the boy to
charge them to Nicolas Apodaca. As ceive the appropriation bill, thus re- pertinent interest to those engaged In
statehood bill.
Burnham, of New Hampshire, ad the boy had nothing to do with the fusing recognition of the democratic stock breeding.
dressed the senate in opposition to books he called Mr. Stein, who being senate.
TIiq house transacted on business,
British Royalty Coming.
statehood for Oklahoma, Arizona and unable to understand who Apodaca
New York, Jan. 21. Among the
New Mexico.
meant, brought out the Index to the ac- but on motion of Dolph, of Colorado
counts. Apodaca Immediately picked Springs, adjourned until 2 p. m.. Frl notable passengers on the White Star
Test Vote.
out the name of one Artnljo, whose ac- day. All members, except Dr. Paul, a line steamer Celtic, which la due from
Washington, Jan. 21. In the senate count Is good at any time, saying that democrat, voted for the motion.
Liverpool today, are the duke and
No Joint session will be held today duchess ot Manchester.
at 4 o'clock this afternoon Cullom this Armijo was his father. Mr. Stein
This is the
moved to proceed to executive busi- thinking that the young man was all and the democratic house leaders say first visit the' Manchesters have paid
ness.
right let him take the shoes. When no election can now be held this sea to America since their marriage. It la '
The motion was resisted by Quay, In Mr. Mandell relumed the matter was slon.
,
understood that after several days in '
charge of the omnibus statehood bill.
The republican senate appointed New York the couple will go to Cinreported to him. He thought it strange
The motion resulted in a roll call that Mr. Armijo should send a boy to Owen, Drake and Delong a committee cinnati to visit tbe father of the
and the vote resulted yeas, 25; nays, buy shoes and turned the matter over to attend the conference in the gov- duchess, Mr, Zimmerman.
-- K
35. The detailed vote follows:
to Marshal McMUlin, who had located ernor's office.
Game and Fish Clubs Meet.
Yeas Aldrlch, Alger, Allison, Bard, his man and had the shoes back In half
The democratic senators adopted
Ottawa, Ont., Jan. 21. The North
Beverldge, Burnham, Burrows. Clapp, an hour. The shoes had been sold to a resolutions to hold a joint session and
Cullom, Dietrich, Dolliver, Fairbanks, First street barber for $1. The marshal sent them to the house. The messen- American Fish and Game Protective
Frye, Gamble, Hanna, Hoar, Lodge, told the boy to go home and get a ger was not admitted, but the demo- association began Its annual meeting;
today and will continue In sesMcComas,
Millard, Nelson, Proctor, dollar
re- cratic members of the house began here
which
was
he
to
of the week.
Quarles, Simon, Spooner, Wetmer 25. turn
to
to
whom filing Into the senate chamber at noon sion through the rest purpose
the man
As its name Implies the
of tbe
Nays Bacon, Bate, Berry, Black- he bad sold the shoes. But instead of to attend the joint session.
'
burn, Burton, Carmack, Clark (Mon- going home he went to Ruppe's drug
The democratic representatives all association Is. to promote legislative)
looking
,
steps
and
to
the
better
Cock-rellother
tana), Clark (Wyoming), Clay,
store, and seeing Mr. Ruppe was out, assembled. In the senate cbajnhfr.,
Culberson, Du Bois. ForaKer, Fos- he ordered a bottle of brandy and the There are fifty-onmembers of the protection of fish and game. Dele
legislature
present."
ter (La.), Galllnger, Gibson,
Senator. Barela gates are In attendance from all orsr
loan of a dollar, representing himself
Heitfeldt, Jones (Nevada), to be the son of Nicolas Apodaca. The entered a protest against any further Canada and from parts of the United
McCumber, licLaurln (Miss.), Mallory, clerk telephoned to Mr. Ruppe and be- proceedings, when a debate on the reg- States between Maine and Illinois.
Martin, Mason, Morgan, Perkins, Pec- ing assured that Nicolas Apodaca was ularity of the joint session followed.
United Mine Workers.
tus, Quay, Rawlins, Simmons, Stewart, all right gave the boy the medicine and
Barela moved the joint session ad
Indianapolis, Jan. 21. When PresiVest,
Wellington
Taneferro, Turner
journ. The motion lost by a vote of 43
money.
dent Mitchell called the United Mine
35.
Young Apodaca failed to return with to 8. McGulre asked to be excused Workers to order today he announced
,
request
voting.
was
from
refused
The
the dollar to the marshal, and consethe special committees on resolutions
In the House.
quently he was lodged in jail yesterday by a vote of 39 to 18. The conference
Washington, Jan. 21 The house re- afternoon. Then It was that the crook- in the governor's office has been un- on appropriation and on injunctions.
The resolution committee began readsumed consideration of the Philippine ed deal at Ruppe's wa learned.
availing so far.
ing resolutions submitted by different
coinage bill.
The republican senate adjourned for locals, and most of these demanded InThe lad has been a constant source
Cooper, chairman of the insular of trouble to the police. His mania for the day without doing any business.
creases ranging from 18 to 25 per cent
committee, continued his argument In stealing being known, many petty
When the ballot for senator was for run of mine basis, for weighing;
support of the bill.
forty-fivcast,
were
votes
all for coal on miners' cars, for smaller difcrimes are centered around him, when taken
perhaps he is not guilty. Heretofore Teller. Six refused to vote. Senator ferentials and for advance in tbe
PACKING HOUSE FIRE.
his many offenses of obtaining money McGuire left before the ballot was wages of Inside and outside common
goods under false pretenses have taken. The joint session adjourned lauor.
and
Big Warehouse with Slaughtered Hogs
been fixed up. But the police cannot until noon tomorrow.
Those who declined to vote on senprotect tlio public with such characGood Roads for Arkansas.'
Jan. 21. The three-storator were Adams (Arapahoe), Barela,
ters running loose.
Little Rock, Ark.. Jan. 21. Arkanwarehouse of the Plankington Packing
Buckley, Graves, McGulre, senators, sas proposes to have roads that wilt
company is burning. The fire started
Lumbermen in Session.
and Representative Madden.
compare favorably with the best pubin the engine room, and 700 hogs,
Washington. Jan. 21. Legislative
lic thoroughfares to be found In any
slaughtered this morning, are adding measures and other matters affecting
FROM OTrlER STATES.
part of the country and to this end a
fuel to the ilames. The loss up to 2 the interests of the lumber trade are to
state convention was begun here too'clock will aggregate between $75,000 be considered at length at the annual Salute Fired In Honor of Vest Till- day to lay tbe matter before tbe legisand $iu0,0uQ.
man Steps Down and Out.
convention of the National Lumber
lature and to discuss the best ways
Exporters' association.
The convenJ eft ergon City, Mo., Jan. 21. The and means for furthering the movePRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
tions began its sessions here today general assembly met In Joint session ment. County officials from all parts
with an attendance of members from today and formally declared former of the state are In attendance, togethHe Considers Situation Over Statehood many parts of the country, the south Governor
William Joel Stone elected er with many representatives ot trade
Bill Serious.
being particularly
well represented. United States senator to succeed and commercial bodies. Tbe sessions
Washington,
Jan. 21. President Ernest M. Price, of New York, is the George G. Vest. In honor of Vest, who of the convention are to continue two
Roosevelt was In further conferences presiding officer and Elliott Lang, of has been a member of the senate since days and the delegates will listeu to
today with senators respecting the om- Memphis, the secretary of the
1879, a salute of thirteen guns was practical talks from several govern
nibus statehood bill. The situation as
then fired.
ment good road experts.
St. Louis,

Vest Honored, But Successor Elected Tilf
man, the Shootlst, Out of Office.
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THE AMUTQUKKQUK DAlLf CITIZEN, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY"
they aro welcome to her society so far
as Arizona Is concerned.

B H. BRIGGS & CO.,

Prescription Druggists

THE POPULAR DRUG STORE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
'

Careful Atteation Given to Prescription Work
Opposite Alvarado Hotel

The Alvarado Pharmacy,

,
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,all for speeches, each of whom will
he ready to talk for a day or more.
McCREIOHT, Publishers The full strength of the opposition Is
HUGHK9
likely to lie centered In the effort to
Kdltor cither displace
Thoa. Hushes ....
the statehood Mil on
City
Editor
.Mm", and
V. T. McCretght.
the senate calendar ly the legislative
appropriation Mil reported today, by
Punished Dally and Weekly.

J0UJUfr(UC

an

anti-trus-

t

lull, or

ly substitution of

the measure providing for the

combi-

nation of New Mexico and Arizona as
a single state.
Senator Burnham will be the next
Associated Frees afternoon dispatches
to the Mil and It
Largest City and County Circulation speaker In opposition
The Largest New Mexico Circulation is expected will occupy several days.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
WARNING TO PUBLIC SERVANTS.
The Tucson Citizen deals out the
Coptea of this paper mar be found on
la at Washington in the offlre of our
following warning to tho legislators
818
Q.
HlKgers,
K.
cornwpondent,
madia
of Arizona:
W street N. W., Washington D. C.
The time has arrived when the peo
Subscription.
Term of
ple of Arizona are going to keep a
.$8.00 tighter rein on their public servants,
DHjr, t'T mall, one year
. s. no
I "a'ly, by mall, six months....
. 1.60 especially representative. In the legDaily, by mall, three months.
. .DO islature.
raily, by mail, ona month....
The letter's every act will
. .7
lastly, by carrier, one month.
1.00 be closely scrutinized, and woe be to
iWteaiy, oy man, per year.
thm Dally C'ltlsen will be delivered In the future political aspirations of the
tx ciiy at the low rate of to cents per man who 1b caught in double-dealinrK. or ror n nm per moaiu, wntn
paid monthly. Tbeee rates are leas than or attempts to deceive his constitu
those U any other dally paper In the
ents.
The members of the coming
legislature will be required to deal
honestly and frankly with the people.
Promises made by such representatives prior to the election will not be
overlooked and passed by as mere
campaign dodges, but must be kept.
When elections were farces conducted by ballot box wizards, not
much attention was paid to the promises or acts of public officers, Imt the
ballot law and the primary system
have changed all such loose and deMaw Mexico demands 8tatehood from moralizing
methods, and public serCongress.
the
vants in this territory will be confronted at the primaries by their acts.
There Is no doubt, however, that the
In this respect the newspapers of the
example of Uncle Ben Tillman has had territory have a duty to discharge.
a lot to do with the present scrape of All official arts and votes should be
Nephew Jim.
made known without fear or favor.
This relates particularly to the com
"
Illinois', the senate and the country ing legislature, but it should be apupon
the
bg
congratulated
are all to
plied to all other official acts, In order
retirement of that loquacious feather that justice may be done aK round In
eight, William E. Maaon.
future primaries.
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REVIVAL OF 8IMPSONITIS.
A feature of tho livestock owners'
convention in Kansas City the other
day was the sudden political revival
of Hon. Jerry Simpson, who was one
of the populistic ciphers that KanfnB
wiped off the slate several years aso,
says the llenver Republican.
Mr. Simpson, who now lives In New
Mexico, and who is In the cattle business, announced himself as a free
trader and even had the temerity to
engage In a tilt with Senator Warren
on the subject of high tariff and wool.
It is doubtful If New Mexico will look
with any kindly tye on this evident
attempt of Mr. Simpson to announce
The terhis political rehabilitation.
ritory cannot afford to encourage erratic politicians of the Simpson stripe,
but It Is evident that the former Kan-saIs going to effect bin political regeneration If it cau be accomplished.
This Is doubtless the secret of his recent strenuous work for statehood.
New Mexico should not waste any
time In convincing Mr. Simpson that
he is a political Impossibility.
His
populistic record does not Inspire confidence, and his new cloak of free
trade democracy Is too evidently a
garment borrowed to suit the occasion.
Jerry should be quietly but firmly
planted once more In the political
nckground.
1
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Letters from ooooooooooooaoaaoaaa
Women
Cured by ths use of Kodol are received dally.
Their troubles nearly all begin with Indige.
Uon or other stomach disorder.
if the food you eat falls to give strength
to your body, It is because the juices secreted by ths stomach and digestive organs
are Inadequate to transform the nutrient properties of the food Into blood. That is
Indigestion. The system Is deprived of the
amount of nourishment required to keep up
the strength, and the result is that one or
more ol the delicate organs gradually grows
weak, and then weaker, until finally it Is
diseased. Here a great mistake Is made.
That of treating the diseased organ. The
best doctors In the land make this very
mistake. Why shouW they ? It is so easy
to see that the trouble is not there.

Kodol
Cures
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This famous remedy puts the stomach and
digestive organs In a healthy condition so
that rich, red blood Is sent coursing through
the veins and arteries of every muscle, tissue
and fiber throughout every organ of the entire body, and by Nature's law of health, full
itrength and vigor is soon restored to each.
Kodol cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all
itomach disorders.
I have taken Kodol for nearly two months
after each meal and it is the only remedy
gave relief from the terrible pains I
ONE DAY that
sndured. After a time I would take It but
Tablets. jnco a day, and now, while I keep a bottle
on every handy I seldom need It, as it has cured me.
1)0X 25c. Mrs. J. W. Coolbauch, Milo Center, N. Y.
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Kodol Digests What You Eat.
iottlei only.

$1 .00 Sire holdlnc 2M timet the trial
alzo, which tells for SO cents,

YOU
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know how "hot under the collar" and
over the bosom It makes you when,
just ready to dress for an evening's enjoyment, you find your best shirt unfit
to wear. Why run the risk of such a
mishap when we always do your work
all right every way?

Imperial Laundry
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maxwell
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LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
Enraged Mother Attempts to Kill an repared by E. O. DeWITT A CO., CHICAGO
j. ii. u Kieny c co. ana u. n. miggs
Attorney at Conclusion of
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
& Co.
Rape Case.
Old 'Phone A22.
Last evening in the district court lifting names for about 150 tickets,
room, and while Judge Northcutt was which secures
ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL
for the people of AlbuSaddle Horses a Specialty. We
on the bench, Mrs. Ferona Dally, who querque
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
company. board horse andhave first class rigs
this praiseworthy
:ives near Hastings, attempted to kill The advantage secured by subscribers for hire.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
IN8URE
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County Atorney Anderson, says the Is the obtaining of the best seats in the
RATE
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Trinidad Chronicle.
house. The paper is yet open for a
The ease of the People vs. James day or two. The Schubert Symphony
B. A. SLEYSTER.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RODENT
O'Neil was on trial, tne cnarge being club quartet will appear at Colombo
AND NON RESIDENT8.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
assault to rape. The assault was al- hall for one night, March 2.
INSURANCE,
FIRE
leged to have occurred in November,
P.F.AL ESTATE,
19u0, and upon the daughter of Mrs.
NOTAP.V PUBLIC.
Ail druggiBts guarantee every bottle
Daily, the girl at that time being of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and ROOMS
MANAGER OP
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
about 12 years of age. The' case had will refund the moiuy to anyone who
Automatic Telephone 174.
beeu closed and the Jury had returned Is not satisfied after Uoin.q; two thirds
their verdict when Mrs. Dally stepped of Its contents. This Is the best remup to Father Certa, the court Inter edy in the world for la grippe, coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough and
Next Door to First National Bank.
preter, and said:
Is pleasant and safe to take. It preman?"
acquit
they
"Did
that
New Telephone 222.
vents any tendency of a cold to result
Father Berta replied, "Yes."
in pneumonia. All druggists.
o
Mrs. Daily then approached Mr. AnDr. O. W. Tlgit, president
of the
derson, her hand thrust into the
University of New Mexico, was a pasbosom of her dress, and said:
senger to Santa Fe this morning. He
"Did they acquit that man?"
Pattl Is willing to revisit America
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will be absant from the city a couple
who
Mr.
Anderson,
replied
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Va.,
Winnie,
of
She is eloi' aB much of a bandit as a derson, who had been warned that she
rs. N. A. Webster,
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from Portales, Chaves county. They
on the desert, and had threatened to kill him, grabbed she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ar anxious to have a new comitv cCTote is. "Broke"
holly cured me of sick headaches I
MLLINI & EAKIN
created out oi portions of Cnaves and stimulated by morphine, she and a her from behind, and a violent struggle had suffered from two years." Cure
Guadalupe, Tfiti Portales as the county worthless, cowardly and degenerate ensued. The court interpreter and headache, constipation, biliousness, WHOLESALr LIQU'RS A CIGARS
male companion managed to summon bailiff rushed up and wrested the reeat, and that the new county be enough
nerve to stop a "Reuben" stage volver from the woman, who was sent 5c at all druggists.
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character
local press for the failure of the
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diately made a "trusty" around the
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nival management to extend courtesies prison, and served as a cook for the the opinion of those present that she
and drivers; leaves Albuquer- 111 S. First St., Albuquerque,
horses
promised when, securing free adver- superintendent's family. One day he Intended killing the defendant and his que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
the event of an acquittal.
tisement for the carnival In papers in sauntered away and never came back, counsel inwas
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad- out fifteen minutes.
The, Jury
New Mexico, Texas and Arizona."
ress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
and there never was any public outcry
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vugested division of Socorro county Is same low creature that she was when Tablets are a certain cure for .sick
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ern people wish to accept her as "the tack of rheumatism.
A. E.
of C. M. Foraker, of this city, the Unit- female bandit" and Arizona actress.
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Railroad Topics
Conductor Huhhard has fully regained his usual health and spirits, so Is
once more at his post of duty and
ready for another break-ln-twConductor Scudder Is taking a well
earned rest Just now. It Is the first
time he had laid off since laRt June, bo
he must certainly deserve a trip or so
off among the roses.
Fireman Donahue Is on the sick list.
Five freight engines have been
turned over to the coast lines from the
Santa Fe proper, recently. This will
help some In raising the stringency In
motive power.
Engineer Sweaney is laying off for
one trip, so the 1081 was guided on her
road from Las Vegas to Albuquerque
and hack ly Engineer Davis, better
Davis," a man
known as
with a history, says the Record.
A Santa Fe brakeman named- who was recently killed by an accident near Hanford, left on desposlt
In a bank in Moberly, Mo., $15,000.
The only explanation of his railroading given by his friends is, "once a
railroad man always a railroad man."
The board of adjustment of the
Santa Fe conductors and trainmen is
still in session at Topeka. A tuemlier
of the board said they would not adjourn until some kind of a settlement
of the wage controversy was made
with the Santa Fe. This is in accordance with the Instructions thepr received from their organization. A 20
per cent Increase In wages is asked.
B. Lantry Sons, the firm of railroad
contractors,
which is
construction
building the Santa Fe cut off, has let
to Simon Neustadt, of I.os Luiias, a
contract to furnish forty teams for
freighting supplies from Belen to Abo
canyon. Teams will be used to haul
the supplies to the canyon until the
temporary line now In course of construction is finished. It is a nice contract for Mr. Neustadt.
The theory that accidents come in
groups of three was proven this week.
Sunday a switchman was fatally injured at Arkansas City by being
caught between the bumpers and having his arm and shoulder crushed.
That evening occurred the accident
to Earl Slater In the Newton yards.
A day or two later Peter Grapengater,
also a switchman, was knocked from
a freight car and bruised severely.
Previous to this week, there had been
no accident to switchmen in this lo
cality for months.
No wonder rail
road men are superstitious about the
"
order of wrecks and
accidents. Newton, Kan., Republican.
"A train every time the clock
strikes" is the taking motto with
which Philadelphia & Reading ticket
can answer
sellers at Philadelphia
the question, "How oiten do trains
run to New York?" or, "When does
the next New York train leave?" The
establishment of the hourly schedule
saves travelers the necessity of hunt
ing up a time piece and is striking evi
dence of the greatness and popularity
of the Reading's passenger service
In respect to completeness and com
fort the fine trains that cover the nine
ty miles between the two great cities
In two hours leave nothing to be de
sired.
"Hell-roarin-
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Parasites Cause

All Hair Trouble.
of the diseases of the
scalp and hair are caused by parasite
germs. The Importance of this dis
covery by Professor Unna. of the Charity hospital, Hamburg, Germany, can
not be overestlmtaed. It explains why
ordinary hair preparations, even of
the most expensive character fail to
cure dandruff; because they do not,
and they cannot kill the dandruff
germ. The only hair preparation In
the world that positively destroys the
dandruff parasites that burrow up the
scalp into scales called scurf or dandruff, Is Newbro's Herplcide. In addi
tion to Its destroying the dandruff
germ Herplcide is also a dellgtful hair
dressing, making the hair glossy and
soft as silk.
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
10c In stamps for sample to The Herplcide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
& Co., special agents.
Nine-tenth-

s

VIA MEMPHIS.

Government Sending Soldiers to the
Coast Over Choctaw and
Rock Island.
Passenger officials of both western
and eastern railroads
centering at
Chicago were quite disturbed by the
announcement that the government
had awarded the contract for the
transportation of 300 soldiers from
New York to San Francisco
to the
Southern railway, the Choctaw line
of the Rock Island system, and the
Southern Pacific.
The Rock Island
company gets the traffic from Memphis to El Paso.
This is the first time the government has routed any army traffic via
the Memphis gateway.
It marks the
beginning of keen competition between all the railroads for the transportation of soldiers. In winter time
the government prefers to use the
southerly routes for soldiers, and in
the past has frequently sent detachments of troops from New York to
San Francisco via New Orleans. The
new route via Memphis is much
shorter, and the extremes of climate
are avoided. The change in routing
decided upon by the government will
deprive the Southern Pacific company
of the long haul from New Orleans to
El Paso.
Officials of the lines from New York
to Chicago and from Chicago to the
Pacific coast fear that they may lose
a large part of the army and navy

business which they have enjoyed In

the past. The Rock Island has a contract with the government for the
transportation of all officers and men
of the navy and naval equipment,
eaEtbound and westbound, during this
year. Last year the Santa Fe system

had the contract.
The western railroads fear that the
government has decided to divert the
movemeut of troops and army equipment from Chicago to Memphis because of their refusal to allow the
government as low rates on soldiers
as the lines made for theatrical
troupes, baseball clubs, football teams
Judge Kohlsaat,
and other parties.
of the United States circuit court, last
week rendered a decision in favor of
the railroads as to rates for soldiers,
but the government has taken an appeal from the decision.

large, but this Interest is not necessarily the Rock Island Interest. It Is,
however, true that large holders of
Rock Island are also large holders In
Esle.
From now on the career of the Erie,
both in the railroad world and on the
stock market, will be watched with Intense Interest.
The western contingent, which has
become Interested In the property consists of bold operators, who have the
courage of their convictions and are
not afraid to spend money in bncking
them up. The Erie Is the only trunk
line property which In recent years
has not been almost completely overhauled, If not rebuilt. The company
has always leen hampered by a sad
lack of funds and the infusion of new
western blood will undoubtedly give
the company the impetus which It has
lacked for many years.
Whether the Santa Fe Is to be Included In this combinntlon Is at least
doubtful.
Such combination would
mean an ocean to ocean line under
one control and a combination with
the Santa Fe has been thought of by
the Rock Island Interests.

Get a free sample of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all drug
If Unwell.
stores. They are easier to take and
Try a 50c bottle of Herblne, notice
more pleasant In effect than pills.
Then their use is not followed by con- the improvement speedily effected In
stipation as Is often the case with your appetite, energy, strength and
pills. Regular Bize, 25 cents per box. vigoi. Watch how it brightens the
spirit, gives freedom from indigestion
Head-EnCollision.
A head-ocollision on the Colorado and debility.
Isaac Story, Ava, Mo., writes: Sept.
Monday night,
& Southern railroad
10th, 1900. "I was in bad health, 1
three miles below Barela station, and had stomach
trouble for twelve
twelve miles south of Trinidad, resultmonths, also dumb chills. Dr. J. W.
ed In the disabling of both" engines. Mory
prescribed Herblne, it cured me
Several cars were badly smashed. The in two
weeks. I. cannot recommend
extra freight was in charge of Conducit too highly, It will do a'l you claim
tor James Faye and Engineer
for It." Sold by Cosmopolitan Pharand collided with a work train macy B. Ruppe.
In charge of Conductor Jones and Eno
gineer Oldham. Several of the men
RAILROAD CmoUALTIES.
on the work train were injured by
jumping. Conductor Jones received a The Interstate Commission Statistics
sprained ankle, and Conductor Faye
of Railroad Accidents.
was Injured in the hip and back. The
A statement prepared by the intercause of the wreck was a misunder- state commerce commission shows
standing by Conductor Faye, who mis- that during the three months ended
read his orders.
September 30, 1902. there were 2C3
persons killed and 2,613 injured in
Rev. Carlisle P. B. Martin, L. L. D.
Waverly, Texas, writes: "Of a morn- train accidents, Including those susing when first rising, I often find a tained by employes while at work
troublesome
collection of phlegm, and by passengers In getting on or
which produces a cough; and Is very off cars, etc., bring the total number
hard to dislodge; but a small quanlty of casualties up to 12,007, the killed
of Ballard's Horehound Syrup will at numbering 845 and the Injured 11,162.
During the three months covered by
once dislodge It, and the trouble is
over. I know of no medicine that is the statement the traffic of a large
equal to It, and It Is so pleasant to majority of the railroads has been
take. I can most cordiany recom- heavier than ever before, necessitatmend it to all persons, needing a med- ing the employment of new men In
icine for throat or lung troubles." train and yard work. The total numPrice 25c, 50c, $1.00 a bottle at Cosmo- ber of collisions and derailments was
2,448, of which 1,444 were collisions
politan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
and 1,014 derailments, of which 51
JOHN ANDREWS.
collisions and 92 derailments affected
passenger trains. The damage to cars
He Goes to the Mexican Central as engines and roadways by
these acci
Master Car Builder.
dents amounted to 2,198,500.
John Andrews, for years located
here as a worthy employe of the local
Best Liniment On Earth.
Henry D. Baldwin, Supt. City Water
railroad shops, has been given a good
berth with the Mexican Central.
The Works, Shullsburg, Wis., writes: "I
San Bernardino Sun says:
have tried many kinds of liniment, but
John Andrews, for a long term of have never received much benefit until
years general foreman of the car de I used Ballard's Snow Liniment for
partment with the Santa Fe In this rheumatism and pains. 1 think it the
city, but who has for the past year best lin!nient on earth." 25c, 50c and
been engaged In the grocery business $1.00 a bottlo at Cosmopolitan Phar
being included in the firm of Dobson macy B. Ruppe.
& Andrews, has accepted a position
For uver sixty Years.
as master car builder with the Mexi
An old and well tried remedy. .
can Central and will leave for the
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has
southland next Monday morning. His
been
used for over sixty years by mil
headquarters will be Agua Caliente,
and the position which he has ac- lions of mothers for their children
cepted is a most lucrative one, paying while teething with perfect success,
a handsome salary in gold. When Mr, It soothes the child, Loftens the gums,
all pain, cures wind colic, and
Andrews was connected with the rail allays
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
Is
road shops here he was always a
favorite with the men and these, to- pleasant to the taste. Sold by drug'
gists In every part "f the world.
gether with the many friends he has Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value
made while engaged In business, will
learn of his good fortune with pleas Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
ure.
take no other kind.
IS SANTA FE INTERESTED?
STRINGING WIRES.
Westerners With Money Now Backing Rebuilding Telegraph
Lines From
the Erie.
This City to the Coast.
New financial Interests which are
During this winter and spring will
dominant in the Erie railroad have be completed
the rebuilding of the
determined
to spend between $40,- - Santa
Fe's telegraph lines between
000,000 and $50,000,000 in rebuilding
this city and San Bernardino, and on
the property,
the road to Los Angeles. From Albuquerque to
and bringing It up to present stand- Sellgman
the work has already been
ards In every respect.
finished and the force of men Is at
It is known that the western inter work stringing in the
California direcests In the property have become tion. The best materials
and methods
are being utilized in the construction,
IT PAYS
the total cost of which will approximate $200,000. When this work is
To Know FacU About Coffee.
When man takes nronprlv Hplfwtorl completed it will connect the coast to
food and drink Nature will most al- - Chicago with a main line, which will
ways assert herself and rebuild the be the most perfect of any road this
side of the Windy city.
structure properly.
This will make a stretch of more
"From my earliest remembrance I
was a confirmed coffee drinker," than 1,239 miles In length. Later on,
writes a gentleman from Marshallville. it is stated that a quadruple! circuit
Ga., "taking two cups at nearly every will connect San Bernardino, Los Anmeal. While at college I became very geles and Bakersfleld, with a view to
nervous, dyspeptic. Irritable and unfit increasing telegraph facilities to San
for study and attributed it largely to Francisco.
Over the whole Bystem it is esticoffee, but did not stop its use.
When I was married I found mv mated that there are between 8,000
wife was troubled the same way, and and 9.000 miles of pole lines, and near
we decided to try Postum Food Coffee. ly 40,ooo miles of wire. An entirely
has been effected
My wife made the PoBtum aceonilne new organization
to directions and we found it superb. throughout the department, its affairs
We used it exclusively for the morninz being placed in the hands of wire
beverage, and the taste of ordinary chiefs located at different relay
coffee became distasteful to both of us. points, and given jurisdiction over
them by
We have found a dlxtinct irnln in certain territory assigned
of Telegraph C. H.
health. Any amount of Postum does Superintendent
not cause a feeling of either dyspepsia Guant, to whom they report.
or nervousness, while the return to
RAILS ARRIVING.
coffee even for one meal ha .linas- trous effects upon my nerves. My dys Work to Begin on the Tombstone
pepsia nag entirely left me, and both
Branch at Once.
my wife and self are well and sirnnir
While in conversation with a repreand feel that It is all due to the Pos sentative of the Tombstone, Ariz.,
tum.
Name given by Postum Co., Prospector,
W. K. Choate, of the
name i reeK, Mien.
freight and passenger department of
It is easy to replace coffee with P.m. the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad
turn which has, when nronerlv ma.l
company, stated that he expected
a rich flavor and the color of coffee that work would be commenced on the
with none of Its Injurious
Tombstone branch of that road within
d

n

Baln-brldg-

after-effect-
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Amfs
Cherry Pectoral
Don't try cheap cough
medicines. Getthebcst
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
pay the price.

Sixty

years of cures.

Your

doctor uses it for coughs,
colds, bronchitis, and oil
S.w, rov,
lung troubles.
1.

a fortnight. He also slated thot three
carloads of rails had already been received by the road and are now at
Fairl ank. The balance of the steel Is
still at La Junta, but the Santa Fe
company expect to be able to move It
to Demlng during the coming week.
The company has abandoned the Idea
of taking up the rails cm Douglas hill
and will use the rails on this branch.
In conclusion Mr. Choate said:
"We are very anxious to get the
Tombstone branch completed and
when sufficient rails have arrived to
Justify putting a crew to work, we
will do so and the work will be
crowded."
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
Is the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton,
S. C, places on De Witt s Witch Hazel
Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
20 years.
I tried many doctors and
medicines, but all failed except De
W;tfs Witch Hazel Salve. It cured
mo." It Is a combination of the healing
properties of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and emollients; relieves and
permanently
cures blind, bleeding
Itching and protruding piles, Bores,
cuts, bruises eczema. Bait rheum and
all skin diseases. ' J. H. O'RIelly & Co,
and B. II. Briggs & Co.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
05 South First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expition store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do

hair dressilng, treat corns, bunions
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas-sng-e
treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
Bambini's own preparations of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which sh
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teett
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All ol
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a trial.
Automatic telephone 490.
Notice.

Notice Is hereby given that Jesus
M. Sanchez has no authority to sell
properties situated below ine upper
Belen ditch belonging to the estate of
Marcos Baca y Velasquez.
JOSE BACA Y RAEL,
ESTEVAN BACA,

nelrs.

Have You
Anything

To Exchange

?
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OUR GREAT.

1

..CHALLENGE SALE..
DtMWINO TO

A CLQ5EI

Greater Bargains Than Ever Monday,

171"'?

Tuesday

and Wednesday!

ery fort to make th
.ku? Z'Y frT th" 't0re theM dayt- We hM bee"
y
IZL
W'l' !!yer be remembere1 by h fortunate one. who share In
bargain, offered.
intend that every J"
day .hall mark defin.te progre... and to that end we have cut andth..lashed price,
that
been P"r a,l e l1
t0Wn' Cme ln M0NDAY and see for yourself whether w. ar. proml.lna
.... ...
ft r Vnfr"P. nn
Vah" will
kft
Bgraiing 0r misquoting a singl. Item mentioned In th en
:j
T, shoddy to
advertisements.
We've nothing
offer nothing that is not perfect n texture and style. Coma

""

-

t

.

MONDAY, for the

BARGAINS ARE LEGION!
The htcro the People Talk About
IT PAYS TO

Cosmopolitan

TRADE
AT THE
LION STORE.

Paper
Patterns, 10e
None Higher

Leon B.Stern.proppjetor

The Yellow Tickets are the Bargain Signs
Linens and Bedding
10c Checked Glass

Towel-

ing

7K

Turkey
Damask

60c

$1.25

Ruffled

Red
Muslin

Table

35
Cur-

tains
40c Turkish Bath Towels..
65c Bleached Table Linen.
$7.50
California
Wool

Blankets

69
22
39

$4.05

$2.50 Cotton Filled Com-

forts

S1.G5

Hosieryand Underwear
Boys' 35c Ironclad Hose. ..19
Ladles' 50c Fancy Embroidered Hose
25
Children's 60c Cashmere
Hose
25
Ladles' 35c Lisle Hose.... 19
Ladies' $1.00 Union Suits.. 4g
Boys' $1.00 Union Suits... 4g
Children's 60c Vests and

Pants

25

Men's and Boys' Furnishings

Silks and Dress Goods

Men's 60c Fleeced Shirts and
Drawers
20
Men's 10c White Handkerchiefs
5
Men's $1.25 All Wool Underwear
88
Men's 60c and 75c Percale
Shirts
25
Men's 60c Suspenders
25
Men's 65c Night Siilrts
39
Men's 25c Half Hose
12!4
Boys' 25c Percale Waists
15
Boys' 75c Flannel Waists ....48

60c All Wool Albatross....
75c All Wool French Flan- -

Jackets, Skirts and Wrappers

29
nel
35
$1.50 All Wool Sharkskin
Suiting
85
$2.00 Unlined Skirtings...
98
$1.00 All Wool Vlgoreaux..59
75c All Wool Storm Serge.
48
$1.25 All Wool
Granite
Cloth
69
$1.00 a.I Silk Wash Taf- feta
48
Black Moire Ve- Iour
08
BlacK Guaranteed
Taffeta
75
h

h

Domestics

Ladles' and Misses' $10.00

Jackets

$4.75

Ladles' $5.00 Taffeta Silk
Waists
$2.48
Children's $1.00 Outing Flannel Cloaks
50
Ladles' $1.60 Flannelette Wrap- -

69

iere

Ladies' Wool Walking and Dress
Skirts at
off Regular Prices.
3

Best 10c Outing Flannels .
Bleached Muslin.. 5
Amoskeag Apron Ginghams $
Pepperell
Bleached
Sheeting
22
Red, Indigo and
Black

7'i

9-- 4

Prints

Mill Ends
15c Fancy

h

Percale.

5
5

Flannelette.... Q

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;
may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happiness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
ihe WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE COMPANY'S combination bond policies.

Have you a farm and do you
wint to trade it for a grocery

store?
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange it for a
pianoT
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
camera?
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a bookcase?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
a rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bag?
Have you a spring overcoat and
do you want to exchange it
for a baby carriage?
Have you a stove and do you
want to trade it for a refrig-

It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second

year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from los.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a 10, J 5 or
payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.
20-ye- ar

erator?
Have you a dog and do 'you
want to exchange him for a

rooster?
It Costs

You

only tc a word
In

The Daily Citizen
Want Columns.

FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF TJTE BOND WRITE OR
CALL UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

-

New flexico

TT1K
GALLUP

Annual

net duet, "Larboard Watch," with

GLEANINGS.

Reception

to

Patrons

of

School by the Teachers.
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or-

gan accompaniment by Miss L.
The "Zcnda waltzes' were
played by Mr. Watkins and son on the
guitar and mandolin. The songs were
well received, Mrs. W. II. MorriB singing "O, Happy Day, O, Day So Fair."
This lady has a beautiful,
voice. Mr. Arthur Smith, of
Gibson, who has an excellent high
tenor voice. Bang "The Shamrock and
the Starry Flag," to the evident pleasure of the guests and Mr. Frank Pat
terson sang one of those songs which
he sings so well and which the public
like to hear. The reception was a
pleasant affair and will result In much
good for the Bchools we presume.

Million Boxes a Year.
Sale Ten rAMHT'S
MVORITK MEOIOtNl
THE

well-traine-

BATCH

OF SOCIAL NOTES.

T?pwlal Correspondence.
Gallup, Jan. 20. In our last items
the reception given on New Year's
afternoon was credited to Mrs. Palmer
KnhtiR, a typographical error duo to
liurried writing I presume. Mrs. Pal
mer Ketncr It Bhould Iiave read.
company were
The Krause-Taylo- r
la Gallup several nights presenting
m many good plays, and their songs
and specialty work elicited much admiration.
The Beatty Brothers occupied two
evenings at the opera house with
Kraniaphone, illustrated songs and a
e
number of scenes displayed hy
some comic, some serious
and ail good.
The services at the Congregational
church are rendered more Interest-log- ;
by the singing of the recently organized male quartet, composed of
Messrs. Sabin, Smith, Rlsdon and
Larkin, with Miss L. Mclntire as or-

Dislocated Her Olioulder.
Mrs. Johanna Soderholm, of Fergus
Falls, Minn., fell and dislocated her
shoulder. She had a surgeon get It
back as Boon as possible, but it was
quite tore and pained her very much.
Her son mentioned that he had seen
Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised
for sprains and soreness, and she ask
ed him to buy her a bottle of it, which
he did. It quickly relieved her and
enabled her to sle p, which phe had
not done for several dayB. The son
was so much pleased with the relief it
gave to his mother that he has since
recommended it to many others. For
sale by all druggists.

akln-sHescop-

1

Note' All classified advertisements
or rai.T "liners," one cent a word for
each tnsertlou. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to iiimire proper classification
all "ilu'T" hould be i'f at this office nt bttor thr.a 3 o'clock f. m.
P R 3 C N A l" P rt 6 P E K T Y Xo A N S.
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Growth of
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Town
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Vicinity RemaikaLle.
SHEEP

AND

CATTLE.

semi-historic-

'st-

well-drillin- g

g

y

Mc-Fi-

mi

mi

formally opened today wiJi President
Snider, of Beloit, in the chair.
Technical papers and discussions of
Interest to the profession comprise the
major portion of the convention's
program.
Alvlr

R

I
I

I

I

O.W.STRONG&SONS

e

GROSS, KELLV&CQ.

MMB

if f4?97, in

I

Pelts

rawpifj!!

1
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Potter's
Studio

f
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Nasal

CATARRH

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, The Cltl-tenAlbuQuerque. N. M.

cleanae, toothe and heals
ths diacucd membrane.
and drives
cold in tlie kcad

Crenm Balm It placed into ths nostrils, spreads
over tno mcmurano and Is absorbed. Belief la immediate and a care follows. It Is not drying does
not produce snwuetr,?. Large Size, ISO cents at Drug
gists or hy mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New York

If you want to

Advertise in newspapers

anywhere

at anytime

call on or write
E. C. Dale's Advertising Agency
6

6 AN

Native and Chicago Lumber.

,

It cures catarrh
away m
nnicklv.

--

BALDRIDGE

J. C.

office.

In all Hi stages.
Ely's Cream Balm

Merchant- - Exchange
- CAL
FRANCISCO

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

FOR RENT.
Bright sunny rooms for
RENT
FOR
light housekeeping, 522 West Kail
road avenue. Inquire in the brick
part.
FOR RENT A nicely furnished front
room, close In; cheap; call evenings,
117 South Third street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
Skinner's grocery, 206 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.50 to $ 5 per week with baths.
The Englewood. 205 North Second
street, Strong block.

MISCELLANEOUS.
MEN AND WOMEN. DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel
TfM PiR ii for uniiattiint
ties at factory prices. Money refundg 4r In I tot t1 murlimrura.iuUaniiiitttiiM,
irrilfttloni or ulceiailout
ed It not satisfactory. Send for illus
M 4k
boi ia trtotur'.
II
O
IllCllitil'iallfl
if
FrB)!ft On I.iff Inn.
I'hIiiIms uinl ti.tt uatiiri.
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
gent or
17?
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
C'KCINHATI.OWrl
fluid by IfraircUls,
New York city.
or gent fu plnin wntrrr.
hy fipreii, 1'fepntil. lor
1.00. nr 3 uttl' S3. 75
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
Circular tent on regutmt
111

C

PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime.
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

More! Looks Gestl Wears Longest
Most Economical I Full Measurel

H

ADVERTISE

1

THE

CITIZEII

GAILY

"OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, Oraln
and Provisions.

U

Car lots

Vl

spsclslty.

Carries the Largest
b4 nast Eztcnsiva
Stock ol

StaplcQrocerles
louud soutbwsst.

FARH AND FRE1QHT WAGONS,
Railroad Avenue
Hi.

Albuquerque

4

1

Jgency, New Mexico and Arizona.

Bain and
Old Hickory
Farm .Wagons!

Home Comfort
Steel Ranges.
For Fan.

11,v,

Plumbing, Steam and Hot Water Heating.

WHOLESALE

first Street

All Kinds of Spring Wagons, Buggies,

Rest uai ant and Hotel Use. Write
Us for Prices.

.....WHITNEY

17

WANTED.

WANTED A partner for a good payCroup.
ing business. Address "B. B.," this
The peculiar cough which indicates
croup is usually well known to the
office.
mothers of croupy children. No time WANTED A good short order cook
should be lost in the treatment of it,
at once. Inquire at citizen office.
and for this purpose no medicine has WANTED Girl for general house
received more universal approval
work; no washing; good wages. Adthan Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
dress P. O. box 390.
Do not wasto valuable time In experi
menting with untried remedies, no WANTED A girl to wait on table. 1
We have all kinds and all sizes of Mattresses and Springs; also Bed-Apply at 303 South First street.
matter how highly recommended, but
ding of every kind and price.
give this medicine as directed and all WANTED Housekeeper and cook for
family of two. Apply 501 North
symptoms of croup will quickly dls- apear. For sale by all druggists.
Second street.
0uP lin of Gocarts, Rattan Goods, iron Beds In fact our entire stock
H
WANTED A woman ot mature hab fl must
be seen to be appreciated.
H. Bonem, proprietor of one of the
its to do general housework in small
largest general merchandise stores in
family; no objection to small child.
San Marclal, Is in the city for the day.
Address A. B. C, this office.
He says that work ba3 begun on the
WANTED 3 young men from Albu
new depot at his town.
Mr. Bonem
querque and vicinity at once to prewill leave tonight for Chicago, New
pare for positions In the government,
York and other Important eastern
service. Apply to Inter-StatCorres.
cities and markets, to buy goods. He
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
expects to be east about thrte weeks. WANTED Ten men
in each state to
tiavtl, tack signs and distribute samThe crowned heads of every nation.
ples and circulars of our goods. SalThe rich men, poor men End mirors
ary $;o per month; $2.75 per day for
AU Join in paying tribute to
C' pcrci.s. National Soap Worka.Chl- (Incorporated)
De Witt's Little Early Risers.
cogo.
H. Williams, San Antonio, Texas,
WANTED Manager of new branch of
writes: Little Early Riser Pills are
our business here in Albuquerque.
the be6t I ever used in my family. I
GROCERS.
Address nt once, with references, Alunhesitatingly
recommend them to
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
everybody. They cure constipation,
Ohio.
Wool, Hides,
biliousness, sick headache, torpid
i
Mcu to learn barber
liver, Jaundice, malaria and all other WANTED
Special
day
thirty
trade.
offer.
More
liver troubles. J. II. O'Rielly & Co.
We handle
experience in one month than shops
and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
K. C. Baking Powder,
in cue year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
Navajo Blankets,
Too many goods are in our store;
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
too many suits upon our tables. Our
Curtice Canned Goods,
green tag sale sells goods galore, beColorado Lard anl Meats.
and positions when competent. Quick
I! iilKtiiWrCEEIJlffiK51'!!
cause our price cuts are not fables.
and practical method. Our system is
SIMON STERN,
well known. Established in 1893.
Houses at
The Railroad Avenuo Clothier.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
n
FOR, SALE Old papers, 25 r?ents per
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
If you want to be a barber write,
hundred, at tho citizen office.
ETA, N. M.
Moler System Barber College RepSubscribe for the Citizen.
resentative, Albuqnerque, N. M.
I &
WANTED Clean cotton rags for ma'liUaaBiJBTEBtltJXtf,
THE DOCTOR
chine purposes at The Citizen office.
'
"
I
1 1 Trice 4 cents per pound.
as made a correct diagnosis and re
FOR SALE.
jected the proper remedy from which
This Month Only. A beautiful
FOR SALE A first class almost new
frame will be given with every
rubber tired buggy and harness. Ap- he expects a certain result. He haa
ply to Hugh Trotter, at' Jaffa Gro- done hia part and now It Is up to the
dozen of cabinet photos taken at
cery company.
rugglst. Ia the remedy of standard
Hiss F. E.
FOR SALE A well bred American strength? Has it been properly com
horse, with buggy and harness;cheap pounded?
We conduct our business in
If taken at once. Call at 1504 South
way
115 WEST COLD AVE.
a
uch
that our label is a suffic
Second street.
am- i1 i'i
l
FOR SALE From one to 100 hives of ient affirmative.
She guarantees satisfaction
1520
of
Robert Miller,
bees. Inquire
U.I
on all work.
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189;
EO. 3. WILLIAMS, Prescription Dru u3-- can also inquire of J. L. Altheimer.
.u Avenue
FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated
throughout; close to business center
of the city. Address "X. Y. Z." this

What Is the Use

.

n

state nr9 atending the annual meting
of the Wisconsin State Optical society
In Bepsion here.
The gathering was

CLAYTON.

Business in That

ii

Pianos, organs, Aloises,
Wnsons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARD3. One
to t'volve months time is given.
Wkjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your pos?esslon. GET
OUR RATfiS before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
OPFV EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.
On Furniture,

BEST FOR THE BOWELS

Union county sheep and cattle are
doing well this winter, the weather
lining open and the ranges In good
grass, says the Denvir News, In an
article written from Clayton, N. M.,
That Bottle.
From Washington Post, Jan. 14.
dated January 18.
ganist.
Hon. Thomas Hughes, editor of the
The county now has In the neighRev. Hodgson, of the M. E. church, Albuquerque Citizen, was one of the
up
borhood
of 600,000 Bheep and Clayton
of
series
the
lias taken
most Industrious of New Mexicans in
sermons which proved so in- courteous attention to the senators will ship this year In excess of 2,000,- teresting last season, and the choir who visited there some months ago on 000 pounds of wool, with average five- hi a also formed a quartet for the the statehood Investigations. Having pound fleeces.
evening services. Mrs. Aldrich 1b a followed closely the trend of events at Last year's feeding shipments numgood organist and the new organ Is a Washington, Mr. Hughes Indulges in bered C5.000 head of wethers and 30.- Kood one.
this lament In a recent Issue of his 000 head of Iambs, going chiefly to
The Montezuma band boys are esteemed newspaper:
Colorado and Nebraska fattening pens.
casting a lively play which they will
M. Hersteln, of Clayton, is fattening
"Senator Burnham will talk for two
put upon the stage sometime in the whole days against statehood for New at Lamar, Colo., 6,500 wethers and
near future.
Mexico. When we think about having 2,500 l.imbs from Union county ranges
The Social Dancing club meets every wasted a bottle of
club whisky and will market the wethers at 100
Thursday evening in the I. O. O. F. on that man it makes our soul sor pounds and the lambs at 70 pounds, the
hall and have a most pleasant time. rowful,"
aucr averaging 47 pounds when
JO. I Watkins & Son furnish the
placed on fattening feed. Mr. Hermusic.
steln Is feeding alfalfa and sugar
A Scientific Desccvery.
) Tw
popular young men of Gallup
Kodol does for the stomaclt that beets, topping off with corn.
will leave today for Los Angeles, which It Is unable to do for Itself, even
Mr. Hersteln, who will contract for
where they will engage In business
of Union county's wool
when but slightly disordered or over- nearly one-hal- f
Messrs. Doty and Cotheran.
load. Kodol supplies the natural juices clip this season, urges through the
P. Ketchen has done much to make of digestion and does the worl: of the Rocky Mountain News upon the sheepthe opera house comfortable and at- stomach, relaxing the nervous tension, men of the county the growing ad
tractive since he has assumed the while the Inflamed muscles of that visability of alfulfa planting for winmanagement.
Now it is clean, newly oragn are allowed to rest and heal. ter feeding purposes.
Generally speaking, winter range
aalsomlned and painted, and the Kodol digests what you eat and en
scenery is ample for all average ables the stomach and .digestive or conditions are exceptionally favorable
gans to transform all food into rich, and with alfalfa at hand to meet any
needs.
The Republican has changed hands. red blood. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B. incidental storm stress, winter sheep
Messrs. Pease and Morgan having pur- H. Brlggs & Co.
loss would be practically unknown to
chased the furniture, fixtures, interest
Union county ranges.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
Sheep here are annually adding to
and good win. It Is the same in
every small town, I suppose, people Avenue Methodist church will meet their excellent blood strains, 2,000
seem to feel free to Indulge in any with Mrs.'W. W: Strong, 611 Eighth more fine rams Ramboullet and
amount of chaff about "the paper," avenue, Thursday afternoon.
Shropshire coming into the county
finding fault ' with its management
Inst year.
This superb grading imFinds Way To Llvo Long.
portation is to be fully equalled this
and the color of Ub politics, complain'
ot a season.
The startling announcement
ing of Its lack of news and he or she,
,
who carelessly- sends In the worBt discovery that will surely lengthen life
R. W. Isaacs, a Clayton windmill
is
Downey,
by
of
H.
O.
editor
made
samples of Greely chlrography, are
and pump man, reports largely In"I wish to state," he creased sales. Clustered In the vicini
the ones who "jump on the editor Churubusco, Ind.,
"that Dr. King's New Discovery ty of Clayton there are now over 100
the hardest for any errorB committed writes,
fcy the brain-rackecompositor. Edl for consumption Is the most Infallible windmills drawing water for stock
remedy that I have ever known for and lrigation purposes,
tors nor their aids are not given the coughs,
while new
colds and grip. It's Invaluable wells aro constantly going
.jwwer of being omnipresent, so that to people
down and
with weak lungs. Having new windmills ever going up.
often Interesting "bits" of news, as this wonderful
one
no
medicine
need
well as dainty morsels of gossip or
Such, indeed, is the local growth of
pneumonia or consumption. It's
scandal escapes them, "for which the dread
windmill well that Mr. Isaacs has
the
relief is instant and cure certain." All
be thankit" in the latter
a Clayton manufactory
druggists guarantee every 50c and established
The lce will hard
casing, tanks, etc., and in the
l
tl.00 bottle, and give trial bottles free. ot piping,
spring will erect a new and commodily be the same without the genial ed"superintendent
ous Imlldlngi
itor who was so willing to puff our litof
D. A. Shopa,
Arteslatl water is being drilled for
tle undertakings, so quick to make bridges and buildings oil the Albuquer"kindly mention' If we ueserved, and que division of the Santa Fe Pacific, with evwry prospect of striking an
sometime If we didn't, so glad to and wife, came up from Sau Marclal abundant supply at comparatively
'
tho Colorado &
Congratulate if congratulations Tere this morning. After spending the day shallow depths,
due us, so kindly silent about the many in the city, they will go to their home Southern railroad leading off in this
little things one doesn't like to see "In at Winslow. Until recently, Mr. Shope important direction with a big
plant at Clayton.
print" about ones town or townspeo- was a partner in the store of H. Bouem
ple (let alone ones self). And & Co. He sold his interest in that The Clayton public schools, directed
by Prof. F. E. Carnes, are attaining
though we cordially welcome the corn-la- concern to J. R. Moore.
noted degrees of efficiency.
editors, we regret to "speed the
The Secret or Long Life.
County finances are in excellent
parting' one, for Billy was all right.
Consists in keeping all the main or- condition, and under the lately in
The Junior member of the firm of gans
the body in healthy, regular stalled county officials public business
Pease ft Morgan, of tne Republican, action,ofand
in quickly destroying dead- in Clayton and county seat In all its
acbe quite an
will undoubtedly
disease germs. Electric Bitters re- aspects is promising. Mercantile and
quisition as it is understood that he ly
accomplishments gulate stomach, liver and kidneys, professional Clayton men unite in say
crxcells in several
purify the blood, and give a splendid ing that last year was exceptionally
that will be a welcome addition to the appetite.
They work wonders in cur- prosperous, even for Clayton and
home talent element. Being able to ing kidney troubles,
female complaints Union county.
impersonate nicely, and having much nervous diseases, constipation,
dyspepClayton is steadily and substantially
experience in that line, Mr. Morgan
malaria. Vigorous health and building, both in business blocks and
and
sia
coming
will be Invited to assist in the
Only
strength always follow their use.
residences, the latest illustration be
.entertainment, we hear.
60c, guaranteed by all druggists.
ing the erection by Dr. Samuel I.
The annual reception' given to the
.
o
North of a stone and pressed brick
patrons of our schools by the teachr .'
Subscribe" for TheiCitizen.
block to cost $12,00, and to Include a
ers thereof was a very nicely arranged
affair. The assembly room was taste-toll- TERRITORIAL SUPREME COURT, commodious and elaborately equipped
decorated and lavishly draped Judgment Affirmed in a Case. Involving opera bouse, .
A pertinent evidence pf Clayton
with beautiful Navajo blankets kindly - Bernalillo County Property.
progress and prosperity is found in the
loaned by Mr. Ketner of the Caledonia
The supretn'e coltrt 1uet yesterday
store and Mr. Colton of the firm of with Chief Justice W. J. Mills presid fact that the First National bank of the
city now counts $202,289 in resources
doa
Co.
thousand
Over
Colton ft
ing, and Associate Justice John R.
as against $108,721 on January 1, 1902.
llar worth of the brilliantly colored
Associate Justice F. W Parker
ruga being on the walls, floor and and Associate Justice B. S. Baker presOpticians In Session.
'chairs, masses of growing flowers ent. Clerk J. D. Sena and Solicitor
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 21. Promi
every
available
in
were In evidence
Getteral E. L. Bartlett were also pres- nent opticians from many parts of the
'
mlche, and plaster casts and busts and ent.
pictures galore were also displayed.
Case No. 992, The Territory of New
The tables glittered with the com- Mexico, appellee, vs. Pablo Padtlla, ap
many
households,
bined treasures of
pellant, appeal from district court
which were loaned for the occasion. Valencia county, was argued and sub
A dainty lunch was served and the mitted.
capacious punch bowl was like the
Case No. 1018, Jose M. Romero, ad
'
widow's cruise of oil never empty. ministrator, appellee, vs. Manuel An
The school colors were worn as breast tonio Jaramlllo et al., appellants, was
knots by the teachers and pupils pres- docketed. The case Is from Bernalillo
ent and the tables were festooned with county, and the judgment of the lower
yards of the purple and gold ribbons. court for $5,099 was affirmed. Several
A nice program was presented with pieces of property in Bernalillo couuty
addresses by W. L. Kuchenbach and are Involved.
Mrs. Seabourne,
"Professor Lark In.
wife of the Episcopal minister, spoke
to the assembled guests in an in
formal manner for a few minutes oa of suffering from Indigestion If you eat
what yon want, or of starving yourself
the rood to ensue from a closer rela to
avoid such distress? Acker's Dya-.
and
patrons
teachers
between;
tion
Dentia
Tablets taken after eating will
to
were
These most sensible remarks
.your- - food , perfectly and free
digest
the point and found an echo In every you from all the disagreeable sympwere rendered by toms of Indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
heart- - Recitation
'
Miss McNallen and Mrs. King, inter- what you want at any time and take an
Positively
tablet afterward.
spersed with music. Rev. G. L. Pat Acker
guaranteed. Tour money will always
from
selection
a
terson rendered
be refunded if you are not satisfied
113-115-1Cavalerla Rusticana" fa the French Write to us for a free sample. W. H
South
horn. Messrs. Rlsdon and McSpar- Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo. N. Y J. ii.
entertained too guests with a cor- - piUelljr ft Co., and B. U. Brlggs ft Co.

ijrd
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CANDV CATHART1

CLASSIFIED ADS.

Phaetons and Carriages.

Harness - Saddles

r

Ws can ahew you thatoroeat stock in
ths west.
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SCIENTIFIC

JUST RIGHT

Work of the

Tho Groceries you hwy lierc are just right.
The best quality at rt fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

A. J.
EXAMINE

and you

Rfl

ss

ALOY,
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NO APPETITE!
And what

little you

21 1903

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

FABERj

ALBLRT

force yourself to

The funetal of Mrs. Mary Kelly took
the right taste.
place from the church of Immaculate
What's the trouble? Tho stomach la Conception
this morning at D o'clock.
out of order, the liver is Inactive and
303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GFUNT BUILDINU
sang the high mass
Mandalarl
Father
constipated.
are
You
bowelo
the
need
by
senior
and
choir,
Mrs.
the
directed
ANNUAL
REPORT TO GOVERNOR.
Hostetter'a Stomach Hitters at once. It Hilnick, furnished
the music. The retone up the stomach, restore the
Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtalne, Blanket and
appetite, .perfect the digestion, and mains were laid to reBt In Santa Barcemetery.
bara
pall
were:
The
bearers
The tblrtetnt'j annual report of tho open up the elegged bowels.
House Furnishing Good.
Then
New Mexico College of Agriculture you'll feel better. Try a bottle today. L. T. Delauey, Mike Martinis, John S.
L'caven, Pr. J. KaufTman, C. E. Burg
and Merhanlc Aitn and Experimental It will do you. good.
and J. M. Conclly. The services at
isittiiun at Mes ma t'arK, nus been sub
the church were attended by the MarHOSTETTER'S
mitted to Governor Otero.
ried Indies' sodality and the Knights
The board of resents consists of
c.f Columbus, of which the oldest sou,
Granville A. Richardson, of P.oswell.
STOMACH BITTERS
Albert Kelly, la a member, turned out
president; Herbert H. Holt, I.as Cru-ceIn a body. The attendance at the sersecretary and treasurer; Jose
He accompanied Profe.;Kor Tlnsley on vices and burial was large.
cero, Las Cruces; Seamon Field, Dent
W simply will not be beaten
All members of the O. E. S. are
Pecos valley.
ing, and W. A. Cooler, Santa Fe. The his trip through the
In price by any Carpet store In
our
to
horticulGarcln.
funeral
of
Fabian
the
attend
the
Prof.
advisory members are Hon. M. A.
town.
lines of former lute sister, Mrs. Clara Malette, to be
Otero, of Santa Fe, governor, and Hon. turist, continued the
parIt' a matter of pride with us,
undertaking
investigations.
at
Borders
In
htld
addition
he
the
made
Francisco Chaves, of Santa Fe, sup
a
well a
observations on the blooming and lors on Thursday afternoon, at 2
of business and
erintendent of public Instruction.
fruits and con- o'clock. A conveyance will be In waitmoney making, to tell at low at
Professor Luther Foster, the direct ripening periods of along
this line In ing. By order of the worthy matron.
anyone, and we glvt better value
or, Bays the continuance of the sub- ducted experiments
por.iologlcal di- Mis. Laura Fluke, secrtary.
with
the
connection
for the tame money. Large buy.
stations and the concentration of the
J. E. Whnrton. attorney of White
whole energy at the main station has vision of the department of agriculIng, large telling telle the tale of
particularly In Oaks, is in the city, and will go up to
tended to strengthen the work and ture at Washington,
our
tucceot.
make it more effective. The line of in reference to peaches, apples and Santa Fo tomorrow morning. Mr.
i
We
have Ingrain Carpet from
Many
pears.
tests
have
been
other
vestigation followed were planned afWharton served in the territorial leg
25c per yard upward.
ter the most careful consideration and made, as for spraying for the codling islature four years ago.
Brussell Carpet from 50c per
there Is now a settled policy In station moth, heavy winter Irrigation of fruits
3
yard upwards.
Hospital to Be Enlarged.
work. The heads of the departments and with black berries. Experiments
have been long enough In charge to be with vegetables Included work with
The tick from the Santa Fe Pacific a
come familiar with local conditions In the cablage, melons and corn. Obser railroad hospital, in addition to the
cxzxxzzxxxxx
the territory and the more urgent vations of forest trees and orna- usual number of regular pay patients
needs of those engaged In the different mental trees, shrubs and flowers have and the two charity patients from the
lines of farming. Exhibits have been been continued. A suitable building city, the St. Joseph s sanitarium is
made at fairs and expositions to the Is needed to keep fruit, onions and ciowded almost to overflowing. In
great benefit of the territory. Material sweet potatoes In and a better heat- fact It Is so crowded that the lRdles of
for bulletins from original work is ing plant for the green house should the sanitarium are thinking seriously
now accumulating
fasten than the be provided.
of building an addition to their now '
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
,
present force can prepare it for publilarge handsome building. It Is now alG.
optiexpert
Sylvester,
Prof.
the
cation. For the years 1902 and 1903
temporary ward
most
cian of Washington, D. C, who Is well will certain that a
there is now in sight material for at known
to
have
be
established
outside of
of Albuquerque,
least double the usual number of bul Is againtoInthe citizens
hospital for the patients coming
city
will be at the the
and
the
letins.
from the grnding camja of Lantry
investigation Columbus hotel, room 3, until Februa- Pons on the Santa Fe cut off.
The most important
ry
1.
professor
equals
has few
The
I'lNT ST WHISKIES. IV, PORTED & DOMESTIC WINriS & COGNAC
undertaken by the station since it wa3 In hi3 line,
and the many satisfactory
i
organized, that of irrigation by pumpAn Heir Expected.
t ho Cedent and Highest Qrade of Lager eerved.
ing from wells, was started during the "fittings" which he has made In this
The Hague, Jan. 21. After afl,
place
are
recommendations.
his
best
and Ccst Imported and Oomestlo Cigar
Fined
year. While the work Is at present
there seems a possibility of an heir be- J
only at its beginning it bids fair to
ing born to the Dutch throne, for it Is
Police Court.
bring large areas of fertile land Into
from an excellent source
One lone drunk and a cripple were reported
vailc-ycultivation in numerous
of the the cause of a slight activity in police that the young queen expects to beterritory.
court this moring. The drunk was a come a mother In the early spring.
The problems pertaining to irriga- young lad, whom Officer Barton picked She has engaged a Companion, Miss
New
tion, the redemption of alkali soils and up last night at the depot. The Judge Baljon of Rotterdam, whose duties
the combating of orchard pests and es- gave him his choice of five days or $5. are more or less those of a nurse, and
pecially the codling moth are consid
The cripple was turned loose with who is charged to take the greatest
ered the most Important at present the orders to hit the road. Belen was care of her mistress' health.
Queen
to the people of the territory and the recommended by
kt
judge as a good Wilhelmina has ended her stay at the
the
greatest attention will be given them field for work.
castle of Loo and is now in the capital
Four regular bulletins, eighteen press
Living
In company
with her mother, the
bulletins and the annual renort were
at, i.cai uam pill LuaDi; fiiauuB JU queen
1
dowager.
issued during the year. Bulletins are car load lots. Now is the time to put
at present sent to 3,200 readers.
iu your oruer.
Extra Bargain in Iron Beds,
RANGE DECISION.
Professor Arthur Ooss, chemist at
8pring and Mattresses, and
Notice to Stockholder.
the station, has carried on the work
Sheep Being Driven Across a State
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 20, 1903
on the water supply of the territory.
especially In
Declared to Be Exempt From
The annual meeting of the stock
Samples of water taken from the PeTaxation.
CHARTER OAK
Building
cos river and reservoirs were analyzed holders of the
United
The
States supreme court
to determine the composition of water and. Loan association, will be held ou
ranges... I;.,;:, .'
suof
the
has
decision
reyersed,
the
at different seasons and stages of the Thursday evening, January 29, 1903 preme
Wyoming
in
case
of
court
the
eight
o'clock at the office of the sec
river. Samples of water from other at
streams and springs were also analyz rotary, room 20, Grant block, for the of JohnS. Kelly, plaintiff In error, vs.
Hard Coal Bate Burners
RhoadB. The case deals with
ed. Paricular attention was given to transaction of such business as may Oliver
ago, when
years
an
seven
of
Incident
Soft Coal and Wood Heater
a
num
composition
meeting,
come
of
before
of
ash
also,
the
said
the
the
ber of native plants growing on alkali following proposed amendments to the Kelly drove a herd of 10,000 sheep
and other classes of soils. The results by laws will be presented for action from Utah through Wyoming to Pine
EASY PAYMENTS.
of these experiments will be made That section 2 of article 15 of the said Bluffs, Neb., for shipment to the east.
by laws be amended to read as fol The sheep were several weeks on the
known in bulletin form. In
route, and during this ttmo grazed on
with the horticultural department, lows:
analysis were made of a number of
Sec. 2. ilio premium must be bid the public and private lands of the
apples from the station orchard which at so many cents per share per month state. Kelly was assessed $250 In
had been sprayed with different kinds during the life of the series tho stock taxes by Rhoads, the treasurer of Lar117 GOLD AVENUE. "'.
of arsenic compounds In order to de- of which Is to form the basis of the amie county, and this amount was collected from him, on the grounds that
termine if any poison was left on the loan.
mature fruit. A large number of analyThat section 1 of article 16 be his sheep were in Wyoming, and therefore taxable.' The matter was taken
st's of miscellaneous
articles was amended to read as follows:
made.
Sec. 1. A stockholder or borrowing through the courts, and Rhoads was
The botanist, Professor E. O. Woot-en- , member falling to pay his monthly In sustained in each Instance until It
continued
the study of native stallments as often as they may be went to Washington. On the ground
trees and shrubs with the view of ob- come due shall be fined at the rate of that such Interference, if carried to extaining Information on their probable twelve per centum on the total amoilnt cess,, would Interfere with interstate
commerce regulations, the supreme
value as shade and forest trees. Ad- of uelinqueneles.
ditional information was secured on
That section 10 of article 16 be re court, with Instructions for proceedS.
U
ings not inconsistent with the opinion
the methods of protecting ranges. pealed.
Santa
for
the
Depository
Fe Pacific,and the Atchiscu), To-pe- ka
overhauling
means
to
rendered:
This
and
the return
There was a general
G. A. KASEMAN, Secretary.
.
Kelly of his $250. Justice Brown, who
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
new classification of the herbarium.
delivered the opinion of the court,
The work of tho soil department,
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
stated that It was plainly evident that
conducted by Prof. J. D. Tlnsley, .may
Paid up Cap'.tal, Surplus and profits
the plaintiff found It cheaper to drive
be classed as soil moisture, and gen.$200,000.00
Dealer in
these sheep through Wyoming than to
eral soil studies, alkali and drainage,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
meteorology and miscellaneous work. General Herchandise and ship them, and there was no law to
S. Raynn1d3, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- Joshua
prevent their grazing on the public and
The month of August was spent by
Liquors
dent; Wank McK.ee, cashier;
private lands as they went along.
the head of the department in the
I H. F. Raynolds.
A B. McMillan.
Pecos valley giving advice as to al- Proprietor of the Summer Garden
Chlckerlng Bros, pianos are the only
The
kali and drainage conditions.
greater portion of the month was All Kinds of Country Produce Bought reliable, rmil ft Learnard sole agents.
and Sold.
spent near Roswell and more requests
Hall & Iearnard pay cash for the
were received for advice than ever Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
celebrated Chlckering Bros, piano, and
agridepartment
In
of
the
before.
the City.
can consequently give you the highest
culture, Prof. J. J. Vernon conducted
class Instrument at the lowest price.
experiments with alfalfa, wheat, in
Corner of Third and Tljeras
New Mexico
soil moisture, feeding and Irrigation. Albuquerque
WHEN you want good, lasting, free
burning, clean hand screened coal,
ring up Hahn on either 'phone.
will Interest every clothing buyer In town. I am bound to move my
Subscribe for the Citizen.
winter ttock out of the house If prlcet will do it Can't tell you much
Legal Notice.
about it here, but
iHL'
Last will and testament of Mary
JI5iSI!5 ISZUI
Bowman, deceased. To George C. Bowman, devisee, and George C. Bowman,
2
Ave.
executor, and to all whom It may conNOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:
cern:
You are hereby notified that the alis
leged last will and testament of Mary
20 and $25 Suit for
$15.00
Bowman, late of the County of Berna$16 and $18 Suit for
11.50
lillo and Territory of New Mexico, de'.
ceased, has been produced and read in
$13 and $15 Suit for
0.00
the Probate Court of the County of
$ 8 and $10 Suit for
7.00
Bernalillo, Territory of New Mexico,
In your Prescriptions and for home use. J. H. O'Rielly e Co. Is the
and
for
$25
Overcoats
$20
regular
term
a
thereof,
held on the
at
16.50
place to get them, as we get them in nearly every day of the year, and
6th day of January, A. D. 1903, and the
$18 Overcoats for
ell almost as fast at we get them.
12.50
day of the proving of said alleged last
$12 and $15 Overcoats for
0.00
will and testament was by order of the
thereupon
fixed tor
Judge of said court
Monday, the 2d day of March, A. p.
1903, term of said court, at 10 o'clock
.,'
In the forenoon of aid day. - Given under my hand and the seal'of
said court, this 6th day of January,

eat docs

Hot have
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Our Prices Crush

..COMPETITION..

214 W. Railroad Ave

THE UNDER SIDE OF
OUR CARPETS.

-

them "wire woven"
that Is, the strongest, longest lasting and in every way the best carpets
made. You can buy carpets cheaper
elsewhere, but yen can't buy carpets
of better quality r.t r.i:al prices anywhere. By this we will stand or fall.
We are agents for the Lancaster linoleums, the best made for the money.
Popular prices, cash or time.
will- - find

Futrellc Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
A

ZEIGER CAFE

FULL SUPPLY

of fresh meats will always greet your

eyes if you look through out establishment and ice boxes. We know your
wants and know how to meet them
with nients of all desirable kinds
beef, mutton, lamb, ham; poultry and
sausage, too. You will lose nothing,
gain much, by ordering meats here.

Wm.Farr.

Ohvr rein:

BAR AND CJLUB ROOMS

.

s

Up-to-D-
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Is a most important factor in the
Jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
Our rings,
tasteful settings.
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only In jewelry of the finest make.

-

I

Prices

1 11

JEWELER.
Watch inspector' A., T. &'S. F.
and S. F. P. Railroads.
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KMIL KLEINWORT,
MASONIC BCILWNG.

AMERICAN
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SILVER
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Mutual Telephone

Retain!
Severest
Hernia
iwUb Comfort.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
Qoodt.

FIODORS.

Sole

Free Delivery to all

Old Phone 247

areata tor San Antonio Lime.

Parte of the City.
7
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Telephone Service
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North Third Street
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QUICK AND RELIABLEI

(

The New England
BAKERY.
F. W.
MOHLMAN,

WANT?

Mgr.

Our oaetrv la unovrellcri.
Braed, Rolls, Pies and Cake.
rresnfevery Day.
We eolicit your patronage
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
..NO TELEGRAPH CO.
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Subscribe for the Citizen.

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

'

DEALERS IN

AND

f

CLDB

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES

43.

ELMO

JuND

!

Q. Badaracco

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

S1SPLE

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

!

No. 203

TH 1ST.

FIRST MAT10NALBAMK
DEPOSITORY

i

COOL.
Easy la Wear.
Io pressure oa
Y lip. or Hark,
I No i
J Xcvet wove, f

Borradaije & Co.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

PRESCRIPTIONS
Lic-r-

1

,

T. Y. MA.YNARD

AU

ate

Furniture

Effect

.

Collage of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts.

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Keniember the place and don't waste time iu
looking for these things.

w

FARMING.

WEDNESDAY JANUAH

Automatic 'phone 656.
220 South Second St.
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H. 0'RIELLY & CO.

I

'TOIflfP

at

Corner Second St. and Gold
Now

the time when you need

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals

.

H. O'Rielly & Col

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

...,M.

A. D. 1903.

JAMES A. SUMMERS.
Probate Clerk.

MANDELLi...

Tho Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.

'
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OF STATEHOOD.

Alderman Tebbett Say Arizona and
New Mexico People All Want
Their State Admitted.
President W. B. Tebbetts of the
tioard of aldermen was In his Beat yesterday, after an absence of a month In
Mr. Teb-bett- s
Arizona and New Mexico.
said the statehood question Is the
topic In thosj territories.
"I heard nobody say anything against
statehood," he replied tn discussing
that question. "If there is a feeling
of that kind," he continued, "I Imagine
It Is very much under cover. It Is not
popular to talk that way. Everybody
professes to believe that statehood
will be secured. In Arizona the suggestion from Washington that the two
territories be consolidated with Albuquerque as the capital is bitterly opposed. In New Mexico, of coursse, it
is a very popular plan. Doth terriAritories seem to be prospering.
zona's principal towns are going
ahead. Her mining development Is
very rapid. Phoenix, I believe, has the
finest winter climate In the world. It
Is far superior, I believe, to every other
plpe claiming to have a winter ell- mate." Mr. Tebbetts said that the
health of Mrs. Tebbetts, for whose
benefit the trip was taken, is greatly
Improved. Denver Republican.
Unconscious From Croup.
During a sudden and terrible attack
of croup our little girl was unconscious
from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose
of One Minute cough Cure was administered and repeated often. It reduced
the swelling and inflammation, cut the
mucus and shortly thee hlld waa resting easy and speedily recovered. It
cures coughs, colds, lagrippe, and all
throat and chest and enables the lungs
to contribute pure, health-givinoxygen to the blood. J. H. O'RIelly &
Co. and B. H. Brlggs & Co.
g

LAS VEGAS.

From the Optic.
Sam Romero has been down with the
measles for a week.
A party has arrived from St. Louis
to repair the dynamo for the new electric line.
There is not that Improvement in
the condition of John C. Bromagen
that the family and friends would like
to see.
Eloisa Herrera, the
daughter of Juanita B. de Herrera, and
daughter of Juan Jose Herrera, recently deceased, died at the home of her
mother of diphtheria.
Upon leaving the train which bore
her into Merced, Cal., the home of her
childhood, Mrs. W. B. Bunker, of this
city, carelessly dropped her pocket-boo- k
on the car seat which she occupied. It contained $37.50 and she has
taken legal steps to have the Southern
Pacific company reimburse her in that
amount, without the knowledge and
against the Judgment of Attorney
Bunker.
From the Record.
Theodore Chacon, after several days'
illness, has resumed his position at
llfeld's.
E. P. Coleman, who had been in the
employ of the Hamblin Brokerage company for some time past, has resigned
his position and left the city.
A very successful operation was performed upon G. W. Patterson Saturday. He Is suffering from partial paralysis of the throat and was unable to
swallow any food, so an opening was
made into the stomach in order to feed
him. At last accounts he was doing
nicely.
Thorborn Tate, the young man with
an aristocratic name, who has been
living a champagne life on a beer sal
ary for several months past, has left
for parts unknown, leaving several
his departure.
creditors to mo'-.rj
young soldier attracted considerable attention around town Baturday
eight by crying and claiming he had
been robbed of his tickets and money
Investigation proved that he had been
intoxicated ever since leaving San
Francisco and today Officer Al Lane
located his tickets and papers at E. G.
Murphy's drug store, where be had left
them for safe keeping, and evidently
forgotten all about them. The tickets
were turned over to the superintendent's office where the young man can
easily recover them if he has not already left town while laboring under
the hallucination that he had been
robbed.
a

TWICE EVERY WEEK
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PLAGUE.
of

Plague Spread by Fugitive from the 3
Stricken Mexican Cities.
A special dispatch
from Blsbee
Ariz., dated January 19, says:
The dreaded bubonic plague has
at Torporlco,
made its appearance
sixty-fiv- e
miles from Minas Prietas,
W. S. Madding
Sonora, Mexico.
brings the news. Madding makes the
following statement:
"An unknown white man came to
Torporlco about six days ago, and waa
Immediately taken ill and rapidly de
veloped symptoms of plague. When
questioned, ti e man admitted that he
was from Mr.zatlan and said he had of
managed to make his way through
quarantine lines without much trouble.
When I left the city five days ago, the
man was not expected to live.
"The people there are greatly ex o
cited and many have left.
"Plague has been discovered in sev
eral interior towns in Sonora. The I
plague exists several days without be- oa
coming known. There la no plague at
Hertnoslllo ar.i Guaymas. The Ouay-ma- s
quarantine against ships from
Topolobampo, Mazatlan and even San
Francisco is being maintained.
The
people of Topolobampo are reported
to be dying like sheep, and leaving the
stricken city as fast as possible. Many
leave in the night time, going out Into
the ocean In skiffs. These departures
are bound to spread the plague.
"The condition at Mazatlan is not
better. The people are getting away
from there to, the interior country, and
it is probable that some of them are
making their way to towns in the
eastern part of Sonora. There is Just
cause for alarm to the south, because
if the plague that is gaining a foothold
there Is not checked It will cause the
death of thousands of persons."

I

Don't Worry.
This is easier said than done, yet It
may be of some help to consider the
matter. If the cause is something over
which you have no control it is obvi
ous that worrying will not help the
matter in the least. On the other band.
If within your control you have only
to act. When you have a cold and fear
an attack of pneumonia, buy a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
use It Judiciously and all cause for
worry as to the outcome will quickly
disappear.
There is no danger of
pneumonia when it is used. For sale
by all druggists.
F. A.

jones,

TIa.
ay.
We

oh

gaivantzea iron and coppei
Albuquerque Hardware compa

are soli agents tor Wheeler

Wiison sewing machines.
ber, 305 Railroad avenue.

A

Albert Fa

Just received, another car of furni
ture direct from the factories and
bought at jobbers' prices, the following
goods: 53 dozen assorted chair 75c
and up; 50 bed springs, assorted; 5
dozen assorted center tables, from 90c
34

6

Addres

turn out work of
any character or
quality demanded,
at the right prices.
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STOKE.

Subscribe for The Citizen.

& CO.

Mail

orders

THE

W. L. TRIMBLE
Albucui ra Je. N. M.
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CITv
CO.

No. 118

for

BEST

IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c.

MEALS
REGULAR

mers given special
attention.

HEAT,

ESTATE
COLUMN

NEW TELEPHONE. No. 493.
Almost er.ual to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor- Money to Loan on uopa Real Estate
rect Market ltoports. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matSecurity at Low Rates of
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
Interest
Journal. Two papers every week, One Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
t it EE.
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue
POR RENT 1 furnished house and
Globe-Democrat.- .!.!
stable, up to date; Third street.
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Fourth street; $15 per month.
Has no equal or rival among Western Newspapers, and ought to be in the
FOR RENT
hands of every reader of ANY paper.
brick, East Rail
road avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Daily,
Daily,
SUNDAY EDITION.
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
Including Sunday.
Without Sunday.
43 to CO pages.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
One year
JG.00
One year
$4.00
Market; $12.
6 months
6 months
$3.00
$2.00
One year
$2.00 FOR RENT South
Second street, 2
3 months
$1.D0
3 mouths
6 months
$1.00
$1.00
nouses; modern improvements; 5
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place:
WILL EE HELD AT ST. LOUIS IN 1304. and the GREATEST ST. LOUIS
frame house, corner Third street
and Para avenue; price. $1,600.
NEWSPAPER WILL BE INDISPENSABLE DURING THE COMING YEAR
FOR SALE New cement built house.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.
water heated, tinted Inside and out,
and
in every respect; 8
THE GLOBE PR INTING CO.. St. Louis, Mo.
rooms and hath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
CHICMf'TrB-f- !
Price, $5,500.
ENNYfiOYAL SPSLLS
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
anil- itnij
in.
a corner, near shops;" lots 60x142
I ji.Hn. ,,..),
BAIL. "rivinvi rl'HMirirrli
(or ( IIICIMM Kli S i::i;LlSJf
feet. Price, $1,100.
The
flneBt line ot liquor and Cigar
.
n.
I i.k,- mw ttlhe-rt.uiIt. ftta
All patrons and friends cordially lukli FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
1 II
14
sd to viHlt "The Iceberg." I.uucn l
Hazeldlne avenue and Third street.
served every day.
Lf aii'l "It- Mr rr l.;nil'.tn intr. j r
FOR
SALE 4 lots corner Lead ave
Lr
r
SluM.
HUM'1 I'.iit.nn.H. r..lr
litrn .
OTEVR BALLING,
i hivhwl-- r
tin ' rt lmti-'ti mtcal
nue and First street.
Mm
SludlMu
1'IIU.A
Proprietor.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
60x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 1G rooms
-at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
IN CONNECTION WITH THE
Fourth ward,
brick house,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
......PUNS
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street, 3- room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on Installments lf purchaser desires.
FOR SALE! 10 acres near the new
"THE KASTEST EVER"
woolen mill; also some acreage on
....TO....
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
City,
Membath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
Call on Agent for full information
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
A. N. BROWN. G. P. A., E.
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
System, El Paso, Texas.
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house.
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE: One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of a41 kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
is in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms.
with oath room, furnished; In HighThis "Paris of Latin America" is situated over sis thousand feet
lands; splendid location; trees, staabove the level ot the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
experienced.
Although not Generally known summer is the very
cash $50j, balance on Installment
best of Beasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, bo
until paid.
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlfe- -s lovely.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of car
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornand all modern improvements, in.&
ings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
fine location. Price, o, 500.
country as to never forget his trip undar
beauty
with
of
the
this
FOR SxXE The Kimball place, on
-.
The White Umbrella."
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
house;
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeras road
and Marquetto avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to
points in Mexico.
Call on or address,
park, on West Copper avenue, good
bricit uouse, with all modern imW. D. MURDOCK,
W. S. MEAD,
C. R. HUDSON,
provements and will be sold cheap.
A. O. & P. A., Mexico
C A., El Paso.
O. F. V P. A.,Mexlco.
FOR SALE
urlck house near
shops, with good stable and other improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR 8ALE 4 room frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lot on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
"For years and years a Burlington badge or a BurlingFOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boardengine-man- ,
ton uniform, whether on train-man- ,
brakeman,
ing house in a good location and cenor agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
trally situated, near depot and shop.
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
soldier." Nebraska City News.
avenue and Seventh street.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
60x142 feet; $1,500.
FOR SALE
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
house. North Second street; 2 lot for $1,100.
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.
FOR SALE Brick house,
with
2 lots, south postoffice, at a bargain.
FOR SALE
frame house on
corner South Edith Btreet; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close in;
Office, 1039 17th
brick house and stable, modern improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
"
G. W. VALLERY, General tyent,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
DENVER.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Gooi location; cheap.

Tho Great World's Fair

five-roo-
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RESTAURANT
Railroad Avenue.
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Coney Island

Short Order at Any Price.

The ICEBERG
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Blanks

1882

1902

F.

6. Pratt & Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Oooas. Dealers In

of all kinds on hand
mini n g, real estat e
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second

Order

New Phone

Old Prone 59.

152

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em

tj

balmer.

Open day and night. CaHs are
promptly attended to.

The Latest
Type Faces

I Also

tfit

ll Monuments

Office and parlor

for cards, circulars,

letter heads,

Street.

Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Free Delivery
Solicited.

Hllsboro

in

N. Second

W. H. HAHN

enve-

COAL DEALER

lopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.'

Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $750 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.73 per

We

ton.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Will Not
do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
K

does.

Telephones:

Automatic,

416

and

267; Bell, 45.

Carpenters ana macninlsta tools ot
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware
company.

THE ARCADE
First Street.
311 Sout.i

FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

The CITIZEN is
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you g
our estimate.

assorted dresser

No Shortage of Coal Here.
No tuberculosis preservative or col
Gallup and Cerrlllos lump; ,lso an- oring in Matthew' Jersey mllit
thracite, always on hand. Hahn, both
Bring-- in your tinware and have it
"phones.
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware com
pany
Notice.
The Kb o Cafe serves the best meals
in the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short O
Nothing will be more appreci- - 0
orders. 5 cents up. Ill North First O ated by your wife or girl than one O
street
0 of those beautiful black drees pat- - O
0 terns. Prices to suit your purse. O
O DO OOOOOOO
1160 0
0 LION STORE.
0
D
everybody
else
You
know and
0
OOOO0OOOOO
OOOOOOO0O
O knows that our stock of black O
Order taken for every known make
8 silks is beyond comparison. Our O of stove and ranges. Aiuuquerquc
H prlcea do all the talking. LION D Hardware com-n- y.

CO., Proprietors

'raasfer htablis

BEST TURN0UT8

DUNBAR'S

...The Daily

XST1

Second etrast,
between Railroad an
'
Copper avenue
Ic.-ee-s
and Mules boug&t and exchang
ed.
Livery, L'aie, Feed and

The Citizen Job

Books

Our green tag sale is on again. Some
folks may think that's funny, but to
the thoughtful it is plain. It's because
we need the money.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

M

L TRIMBLE

W.

Office is prepared to

Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

Al-

c

1

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

L.

Blank

and up;

WM. GOETTlNu

rrr
urnce

Plumbing.
a plumbing department and tin shop to our business.
When you have anything in this line
to be done see us about it before placing your order. Albuquerque
Hardware company.
We have added

tI i

uJL.

fc. M., C. E.

Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve)
Albuquerque, N. If.
Correspondence solicited.
o
Have your nouBe wea ventilated b)
using a Peninsular base brrner.
Whitney Company.
work,

- .

Book
Binding

The best of nquors served to cat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large 'rooms, everything Drau
new, upstairs for lodging purpose.

I ADVERTISE
I NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES

I

TRADE PAPERS
araiTt ron
to

CURTIS NEWHALL CO.
tO ANQCLC. CALIFORNIA

ELECTRIC
LIGHTED
TRAINS
Are operated by the

THE

O

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kansas

O

W

St. Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.
P.-N.-

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

The. Mexican Central

A Badge of

the

u rlington.

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, c a t a
logues, etc., bound
in any style lowest
rates. Satisfaction g
guaranteed.
--

Between

TEXAS
And the

North

o

oooooBoaooaoaoaaoao

West Gold Avenue

a.ir l.citii.

folding beds $12.50 and up;
from $10 to $56;
Iron beds, couches and various other
We tell tn greatest ef blood puri- goods to make out car. Our price are
fiers. Acker's Blood EUxer.under a pos- right. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
It will cure chron- end viaduct.
itive guarantee.
ic and other blood pnlsons. If you
n
have eruptions or sores on your body,
ba;j heaters burn less
Penlnsur
or are pale, weLk or run down, it la fuel, give more heat and ventilate youi
Just what you need. We rei'und money rooms. Whitney Company.
if you are not satisfied. 60 cents and
$1.
J. H. ORlelly & Co.. and B. H.
MONUMENTS.
Brlggs a Co.
All kinds of stone and marble work.
are going down. Prices moderate. Shop and yard corThermometers
There's no demand for ices. The big' ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue,
gest tumble In the town, however, are
H. Q. MAURINO.
o
cur prices.
Freen Cut Flower.
SIMON STERN,
IVES, THE FLORIST.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier,

a

The Great Republican
Paper of America.

n.r.l
t
l.n '
nowu ns Lly'i

..

21 1903

and

East

Between

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!

We

And the

North and West

Never

Between

OKLAHOMA
And the

North jind East

Disappoint

cafe cars, under the
managemen; o Fred Harvey, fcquip- me nt of the latest ani best design.
Obsk.-vatio-

I

n

Ticket

St

E. H. DUNBAR.

THE ALlUlQl'KttQUE
Gel Yoar

Winter Salt
Made

A

Well Known Gentleman

lnraoea.

it
On

WILLIAM

2161-- 2
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Banished His Pains and Agonies
The startling and tappy cures
wrought by Paine's Celery Compound
sufferers have deeply
for rheumatic
Impressed medical men everywhere,
and today, the best practitioners are
recognizing the great value of the
Compound, and prescribe it with con
fldencp.

The kaiser of Germany is encouraging every effort toward the use of alcohol for ffl i tr. fuel and power
purposes, and under the stimulus of
prizes offered to inventors and engine
constructors it i being largely utilized in Mirioiis ways. Alcohol in economically ninde from a number of
produvts in Germany, mid cono- queiitly the supply of it is very lut'ire.
At a recent exhibition demons! rat ing
the use of alcohol there were shown
a number of motors, farming implement and similar things propelled
by nil alcohol flame. There were
alho lamps which displayed great
In a report recently made
to Washington, Consul General Guen-the- r
writes from Frankfort that the
chief of the fire department of Hanover h:is recently invented an alcohol
firing' apparatus, used in connection
tire engine,
with au automobile
which is said to be very satisfactory
in practice. The engine is driven to
the scene of the fire by an alcohol
motor, and while on the way the
steam is gotten up by the new invention noted above so that the engine
is ready fnr operation immediately
on its nrrivnl on the ground. Ordinarily it is necessary to keep the engine constantly fired in order that
the steam supply may be immediate- Otherwise much time
ly available.
is lost in getting up steam.
BEAGLES WERE TINY DOGS.
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There wna an extraordinary occurrence recently in a cheesemonger's
shop in the Avenue I'arnnMit , l'nri.s,
relates I'cili null's Wcckh. Due of
cited l
chased a large cheese, mid when it
was cut into the stntip of n hulf- -

cigar

whs foiiini in t'le mid- n,mt n,i nls Rll ,s ,,.,.!,,,
round in a body to the i lieisemoi.L'iT
to deinrnd an explain: on and (li-

,le 'pha
,

re turn of the moi.cy or the subsliui-tioof another cheese, but ;be 1
refused nil three propositi. i::s,
and even suggested th.it they ous;li.
to be satisfied, as tl;e :ul i.ot only
the cheese, but I c.lf cigar as well.
One of the guests then threatened
to report the chceseiuoi'ifcr for selling tonacco without per. Mission. High
words followed, and at length t;:e
etistomer picked up the otTeiu!!!:cheese and hurled it with correct
aim at the dealer's bend. A regule.r
battle ensued. The shopkeeper win
backed up by his wife anil three
and the customer by hU
friends. The counter was piled with
cheeses of various kinds, ami thei
were converted at once into missiles,
while the butter also came in handy.
The uproar attracted the attention of
a policeman, who armed just as
ar.,e nteh cheese crahed throuL-l- i
,ne wtow and caught him on the
chest. When the officer bad recov
ered hi breath he separated the com
hatants and took them to the police
station, where they were discharged
with a caution.
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haling mixtures fail to cure. I leredity
is sometimes back of it pareuts have
it and so do their children.
In the treatment of Catarrh, anti
septic and soothing washes are good for
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Cattle and Sheep Men Clash in Union
County end Blood Flows.
A fight between cattle and sheep
men on the Cimarron, in Union coun
ty, resulted in murder last week. The
Carter and Sloane outfits have considerable land fences, including several government sections. The sheep
of Naarlo Valdez were turned into
the Carter and Sloane pasture, Valdoz
asserting that he had as much right
to the pasture on government land as
anyone else, drift fence or no drift
fence. John Carter, jr., accompanied
by two other men, attempted to turn
the uheep out of the pasture, the
sheep being guarded by Valdez and
two of his herders. One of the cat
tlemen had a Winchester and the
other men had revolvers. After the
firing was over, it was found that Valdez had been killed and that Carter
had revolver wounds in one shoulder
and arm. Carter was taken to Clayton and the two sheepherders were
lodged in the Clayton jail. The other
two cattlemen have disappeared and
their identity is in doubt. The sheep-herderhowever, say that the man
armed with a Winchester was Sloane.
Valdez was killed by a Winchester
bullet. Carter's wounds will result In
the loss of the use of his two arms.

P. Parenti & Co.,

EVENTS.

DEALERS

Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd
Fellows hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
Fillmore.
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
January 27 "Casey's Troubles" at
Colombo hall.
January 28 29 The Curtis Comedy
company at Colombo hall.
January 23 Basket ball at Colombo
hall; Minors vs. University.
Januaiy CO Elleroy Royal Italian
band at Colombo hail.
March 2 Schubert Symphony club
quartet at Colombo hall.

BOOTS AND SHOES
All kind of repairing neatly
done best material used. Courteous treatment

J

DEM ING.

Pointers Abc-J- t a Uood ow.i
Southern New r.iexlco.

In

Keep you.-- eye on Doming.
DemlnR has Just been Incorporated.
Demlng, the coming city of New Mex-

.ve.

A BOY,
A GIRL,
A MAN.
A WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING.
TO SELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,

Subscribe for The Cltlzec.

Fw

13 W. R. R.

IF YOU WANT

Simple Colds.
Ccaso to be simple, it at all prolong
ed. The safest way I3 to put them
aside at the very beginning. Ballard'j
Horehound Syrup stops a cold and removes the cause of colds. 25c, 50c,
$1.00 a bottle at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Rupr.
o
The Peninsular is a beater and ventilator. Whitney Company.
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If you want anything on earth, X
put an ad in The Citizen and you X
X
X will be sure to get it.

X
X

New Centjry Comfort.
Millions ared ally finding a world of ico.
X
comfort In Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It Demlng has a magnificent school sys- X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
kills pa!n from burns, scalds, cuts, tem.
Demlng, the railroad center of New X
X
bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever Mexico.
sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
bolls and felons; removes corns and Old Mexico.
warts. Best pilo cure on earth. Only Demlng, the seat of the new county of
X
X
Luna.
25c at all druggictt.
Deming la the great mining center of

TRY IT! TRY IT!
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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HAVAJO BLAWKETSS
Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of

X-r-

dirt-chea-

Thnt encouraged, I continued to take the year.
it and in a short while was entirely Why buy

-

ooKocKoa

Just a Cough

,

high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, wltb cerJUDSON A. B3LLAM.
eured.
Main and Vine Sts., Klchmond, Va. tain advance assured?
Agricultural lands In Doming- are unsurcleansing purposes or clearing the passed
for fertility, production of fruits
permanently, the blood must be purified and the system relieved of its load r,..i- .v..
ili
of foul secretions, and the remedy to accomplish this is S. S. S. which has ow that the most prosperous cities In the
no equal as a blood purifier. It restores west offered several years ago.
the blood to a natural, healthy Stute and Demlng needs one hundred new houses
the catarrhal poison and effete matter to supply the demand, and needs them
are carried out of the system through the now- Thls demand continues to grow.
proper channels. S. S. S. restores to the Demlng "hips over 100.000 head of cattle
blood all its good qualities, and when RnnuHllyi 19 the center of tne
region tn the southwest and cat- rich, pure blood reaches the inflamed
'
membrane and is carried through the circulation to all the Catarrh infected
portions of the body, they soon heal, the mucous discharges cease and the
Hahn'a Cerrillos Lumo
PatL'ni is relieved of the most offensive and humiliating of all complaints. ,ast8 a thlrd ,
othef
remedy
nothing
and contains
S. S S. is a vegetable
that could injure the coa, on tne market butthan
c08tg no m
'
most delicate constitution. It cures Catarrh in its most aggravated forms,
5 00 per ton
and cases apparently incurable and hopeless. Write us if you have Catarrh,
and our physicians will advise you without charge.
THE SWIFT SPEOmO OO., ATLANTA. OA.
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DIAMOND DYES

Drtnlnir! Don't iverlfwk It If rmi are
looking for a safe and paying tnvtstment.
Drmlng water la chemlcnlly
l
to Tolnn springs.
Drmlng has Increased SO per cent in population In four years.
Drmlng water and pure ozone make
strong- - and healthy people.
Investments In Drtnlng lots will double
and treble In one year.
Doming has now a large tee plant and
electric light system under contract.
When the cold wave flair is up, freezing weather is on the way. Winter
In Demlnf the demand for rental
is here in earnest, and with it all the miserable symptoms of Catarrh
houses Is five times In excess of the supply.
return blinding headaches and neuralgia, thick mucous discharges
Denning has an abundance of water for
from the nose and throat, a hacking cough and pain in the chest, bad
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
taste in the mouth, fetid breath, nausea and all that makes Catarrh the
dens.
vf rfT.
Tfr ahi aci n
eilrAtiini a rt , fli'dmiotlrinT rtf fill fXAftifilniMtd
,n
an1 !,"5 !n TemlTouf
aonal defilement and mortification that keeps one nervous and anxious while' Buy,
returns will be 20 per cent on the
In the company of others.
Manchester, Va.. March 6, 1901. Investment.
In spite of all efforts to prevent it,
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
I had all the symptoms
Gentlemen:
matthe filthy secretions and mucous
acootr.pany this disease, such as at better rates than In the old established
that
ter find their way into the Stomach
mucu dropping in the throat, a con- towns.
and are distributed by the blood to
stant desire to hawk acj spit, feeling; At Doming you can buy lots at II W
every nook and corner of the system:
cf dryness tn t! a t'.irost, cough and which will pay you 100 per cent In leas
spittl:inr toon rt:'ic la the morning, than twelve months.
the Stomach and Kidneys, in fact
In Doming another good hotel la needed
ic iv. f jrn int .1t ths nose, which
every organ and part of the body, be
to blowout, some to accommodate the enormous increase of
tr io'i
come infected with the catarrhal
times ru:,:r.; tlio none to bleed, and population.
poison. This disease 19 rarely, if ever,
l.'iivin mo with a, sick headache. I Doming Is a great health result has no
even in itscarliest stages, a purely local
superior In climate for the cure of pul
bad thus s v. Co rod for fire years.
disease or simple inflammation of the
I comi.c need to take U. 8. S. and monary troubles.
nose and throat, and this is why sprays,
after I bad taken three large bottles, Doming will be the great smelter center.
washes, powders and the various in
I noticed a chnnse for the better. Two large plants will be Installed within
I

I
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Thos. F. Kelelior

the southwest.
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Paine's Celery Compound stands
On
Gallon cover aou Square Feet unoocaled ad a cure for all the varied
TWO COATS
fonr.s of rheumatism. At this season
rood work is apparent in thou
1 its
sar.ds of American homes. Men and
TWT
women, lame and crippled, and utterly helpless from the terrible disease
are being restored to activity, health,
Paine's Celery Com
and Etrcngth.
pound is the only medicine that res
cues and Saves the despairing victim
who Is told that he or she is incurable.
Mr. L. A. Fleshman, Gap Mills, West
Va., writes about his happy experi
ence with Paine's Celery Compound;
he says:
'I had rheumatism In my left arm
and shoulder, could not sleep, and had Ddaalawtlva lanlara of
Aala
no appetite. I visited my sister who
Tbait Coald II Carnled la.
lives in Frankford, and she told me
a Glorei,
LOBSTER CLIMBS TREES.
that she had been afflicted just as I
beagle
Is
was and Paine's Celery Compound had
the
question
that
no
There
of Ik. Baal la- done her more good than anything she is a very old breed. Early Roman ac- Ialaa4 Sea Capnra Are
Fond of
41
That
lalaaiU
had tried, and she advised me to use counts of England, contain references
C'oooaanta.
it. I got one bottle and used It, and to the beagle, even by name. Books
See the Prices See the Goods.
the result was that I slept well, had a published from about Iftso to IStOnV-scriii- e
In the East Indian islands is found a
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00, good appetite, and the pains of rheuseeral varieties of hen ml,
lobster which climbs trees. Al- -'
curious
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25. matism left me and I have not felt
may
which
"the little beagle
it prefers n lion on land it at
though
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
them since; in fact, it has cured me be carried in a man' gloie." That times feels a longing for the water,
to
$20.00.
$15.50
the miniature hound was extremely where it goes to moisten its gills; and
and I feel like a new man."
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
popular at the time was evident, from here the eggs are laid, nil tie , i.ug
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
THERE ARE MANY WAYS THAT Queen Elizabeth keeping a puck which are raised on the coast, where they,
Boys' saddles, $3.53 to $7.50.
odd pieces of cloth may be worked into were also sn id to be fcinall enough have the benefit of salt air, always
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse useful and decorative objects for the to put in a glove, says tlie Country food for children. Hut most of their
'
Blankets, etc., etc
Life in America.
house.
at ti e nu-ttime is spent inland,
This statement is frequently ridi- of trees where they have burrowed
culed when it is not understood that deep hollows which t li v carpet lux
Albuquerque Will Color Anything Any Color. gloves of that period' were not the uriously witn nuers siripwu lromeo-coauut406 Railroad Ave
Direction book and 45 dyed sam present-da- y
kind, but gauntlets reachples free. DIAMOND DYES. Burlinging nearly to the elbow. What beThey come out of these homes at
ton, Vt.
came of those glove beagles we may night to climb the palm trees, for al
surmise from what we know of the though it seems funny to us. their
CUT THIS OUT.
results of later attempts to maintain climbing is quite a serious business to
ten inches thenii, since it is. in t his w ay that they
The "Card of Thanks" Fad is a Thing packs of beagles of eight to
high, the result after some years. secure the cocoa nut a of which they are
of the Past.
being weak puppies that fall short of K11 fuj allu on which they live princi
The card of thanks is past due. It
the fine qualities of the litth' Hunting pally
has not been proper for a long time, nog wnen
iney are grown up.
To get at the contents of the nut the
but some silly people still insist in
fiber which
u$M West Railroad Avenue. putting a card of thanks in a news UNCLE SAM AS MISSIONARY. lobster first tears away the(You
must all
covers the three "eye."
paper on the slightest provocation
have noticed those black sMits,n one
slu-how
some
Here are
cards that
How the rarlna Hlaeea la Cabs end of a cocoa nut that make it look
silly such things are:
Ware Hriit.aled hy the Amerlike the wierd face of a monkey.) It
"We hereby extend our thanks to
ica 14 Ao)iotU.1m,
hammers away wilh its claw at these
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
those who aided our doctor when our
or "eyes until a hole is mane
Successor to Balling Bros.
Cuban cities, like Havana and San- sixhts it extracts the kernel by means
little Bennie lost his leg. We can pay
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty the doctor money, but only thanks can tiago, previous to the Spanish war, when
f it smaller pincers. Koine times af
We desire patronage, and we
pay the others. Nothing can make up were great breeders of pestilence, and ter drilling through the perforated
menaces to the world. Now yellow "eye" it grasps the nut in iti claws and
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
for the loss of dear Bennle's leg."
607 S. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M
"I want to thank the dear women fever and smallpox, have been practi- breaks it against u stone.
stamped out, and the death rate
who helped me in the death of my be- cally
In the island has decreased
STUCK 10 HIS EYEGLASS.
loved husband. He was a dear soul
and was lower in Havana last winter
I appreciate their help so much."
and
s
says
Woman
In
ork,
the
Dealer
in Ntn
Tht Boll.h Diplomat Wore It, Ens
"We desire to thank our friends than
Home Companion.
whta He Mil t apalaed 1
who stood by us during the death of
In Havana an engineer corps insti
tBe
our dear daughters; who cried when tuted a general svstem of houseclean- .
we cried and who went with us to the ing. Every bouse in the city was; Kecently a party from the embassies
cemetery. Their kindly tenders of
the at Constantinople went to inspect the
206 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE soup, pie and cake while the family denned from top to bottom under
supervision of American officers, international lifeboat service on the
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
g
was busy by her bedside will be al- whether the tenant was of high or low Black sea coast. At oiie of the
ways cherished."
degree; remonstrances availed nothstations they thought they
"I wish to extend my thanks to ing. As many as Ifi.unO houses were would like to test lie conditions, of
those who assisted me in the death of cleaned in one month. The sewer sy 1 life-bowork, so, clot hing t lieiuselves
HOTEL CLAIRE...
my wife. Their generous aid was apwas given equal attention; the in bathing costumes and cork jackets,
preciated more than I can express. American authorities cleansed and re- thev each took an our in a lifeboat, to
SANTA FE, N. M
They will be always remembered and paired every foot of sewer, and did it the huge delight of the Turkish boat
should I wed again each will get an so thoroughly and scientifically that men
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
not a man in the cleaning squads was
One of the secretaries of the British
invitation."
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
embassy is never seen w ithout an eye
Thanks should be extended in per- Kiken ill.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
glass, and is said even toleep with it
son or by private note. The homely
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
A DIAMOND'S WORTH.
On this occasion he was faithful to bis
stereotyped
pubIn
"Card
of
Thanks"
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
eyeglass and solemnly embarked in
print
lic
is
very
obsolete and of not
LARGE
8AMPLE
(Hi He Helled Oa VrlCh Cork
ROOM
Tli
jacket and eyeglass. All the propgood form, to say the least.
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
Abaolate CerlaliWy la Making
er exercises were gone through, and
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
ikr.Tffl,
finally the lViat was capsied and
Burns, cuts,
'"Monarch over pain.
PLAN- righted again by its ow n crew. As they
sprains, stings.
Instant relief. Dr.
a false gem from a gendetecting
In
GtO. E. ELLIS,
Thomas' Eclectric Oil. At any drug uine, the
says an article on crept out f rom under the capsized boat
store.
. '
Proprietor and Owner.
in
Leslie's a howl of surprise came from the
photography,
Monthly, can be relied' on with abso- Turks, for the secretary's head ap
SAN MARCIAL.
lute certainty. Diamonds, ns is well peared, with the eyeglass firmly fixed
From the Bee.
in it proper position, its owner tak
Miss Angelica Jojola has forwarded known, are pure carl" 11: and carbon, ing it as a matter of course that It
light,
is
is
ordinary
opaque
which
tit
Railroad Time Tables her bond to Washington as postmas- transparent to the Koentgtn light, ahould be there.
ter at Clyde.
to
Mrs. Perry Gall, who has been an while glass, which is transparent
ONLY A LITTLE CLIP.
Koelit-gv- u
opaque
the
is
light,
to
ordinary
invalid for more than a year, is rephotograph A
ray. On an
lasaaloaa Derlee for IloJaMa Pa
ported to be much improved In health
of a real diamond nothing will show
r, Which llaa flveoata Yarr
and spirits.
the shadow of the gold setting.
but
J'opalar.. '
County division schemes are numerwas
made
interestingexperiineiit
An
ous and it is quite probable they will recently in watching w it li t be aid of an
A short time ago someone put on the
take up a large share of the time of
machine and a fluoroscope, mo- market an ingenious device for hold
coming
legislature.
of
session
the
the
tion carried on inside of an opaque ing sheets of paper together. It took
While In town Dave Long left at the body.
A goose was fid with food the place of the pin, says the New York
store of Ed Le Breton an Indian mixed with subnitrute of bismuth salt, Press. By "short time is meant u
curio in the shape of a water vessel which absorbs the
The pas- matter of some five or six years. To
(In Effect Nov. 1, 1902.)
which
in a cave near sage of the food d w n the long neck day there are more than 20 different
he
excavated
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
no. 1, California Express.... 7:15 p.m. his home In the San Mateo mountains. of the goose could be plainly traced kinds of clips, selling from Gil cents
The plan of combining New Mexico by the moving shadow cast on the per l.ObO to 25 cents per 100, and con
no. 7, Mei. & Cal. Express.. 10: 05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited .... 10 : 60 a.m. and Arizona as one state is said to be tluoroecone screen.
siderable capital is invested in their
gaining supporters In certain quarters
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
manufacture. The same general prin
No. Z, Atlantic Express
Talka.
lie Jever
8:30 a.m. In Washington. In New Mexico the
ciple is followed in all, and it is as
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m. scheme is gaining ground also, for
Gen. Kitchener recently declined to mimed that each improvement is pal
No. 8, Chicago Express
p.m.
who
has
7:30
ented.
Corporations
the White Oaks Eagle, the only paper be interviewed by u soldier
have been
AiUUVt.3 tKUH BUUTH.
since bis return from South Africa formed to make nothing hut clips, and
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 a.m. in the territory that has fought state
pleased to competition is lively. 1 he original
"Always
journalist.
turned
hood, now approves of the two terriLEAVES GOING SOUTH.
see and do any tiling for anyone who patentee will no doubt become a mil
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm tories uniting their fortunes.
has served under me, but you know I lionaire, though he may make nitty one
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
never " Then he smiled and shook cent on each .000 sold. It is the sim
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
tils head.
11:45 p.m
pie,
invention that brings
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
the big returns soiiiethinj; o inexgets
your
Ta.k.
that
Aa
Kiarllan
lungs
sore and weak
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
A woman has written 4.7o words on pensive that all the millions of us
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m. and prvea the way for pneumonia or
EngNo. 3, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m. consumption, or both. Acker'
one side of a postal cord. .No word is want it.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:46 p.m. lish Remedy will atop the cough In a Of less than three letters, and a miVaele Saoi's
Faraa.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east day and heal your lungs. It will cure croscope was used to complete the task.
30 years the 1'niteil
For
State
consumption,
aafhraa,
bronchitis and
and No. 3 from the west
Commission of fish and fisheries bus
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited all throat and Inn I roubles. PositiveMall
tir
Raral
Ha.
been making a study of I'ncle SUmv
ly guaranteed, aha money refunded If
and they arrive daily.
A boat instead of a wagon is used by
r
not
farm, its products aud the
Write to us for free sam
mail
Local freight No. 89, going south, pie. satisfied.
delivery
carirerat
free
rural
the
W. H. Hooker ec Co., Buffalo N.
men who work it.
lies
along
I.
route
h.
The
Suffolk,
New
carries passengers.
Y. J. H. O Plelly ft Co, and B. H.
F. h. MYERS, Agent.
I the thores of a small protecUd bay.
Brlggi ft Co.

Painters guppucfT
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customer, who l.ml inie friend to dinner, bad pur-
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CIGAR IN A CHEESE.

MANY USES FCIl ALCOHOL.

la Knrooradnai lis ApptW
Makes a Remarkable Statement German?
oatloa for Knrl anil for rawer
He Assures Rheumatic Sufferer

DEVOE'S

DAILY CITIZEN WKDNKSDAY

1

THE HYDE
EXPLORING EXPEDITION
and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in

Existences

We Supply the World.

205 South

First Street

er

Opposite Santa Fe Depot.

Albuquerque, New flexico

talt-wate-
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the exhibits. Judging of the exhibits
BOSSES OF THE BIQ LAKES.
commenced . today "and will continue
.
Dr. George Horsey and family left
.
. .
w
thft
o
Annual Meeting of Lake Carriers' As
for the west Inst night
Saturday night.
sociation In Session at Detroit.
R. O. Wilson, local manager for the
Detroit,
Mich.. Jan. 21. Owners of
pasContinental Oil company, was a
DEATH OF MRS. MALETTE.
the big lake craft are gathered at the
senger noith this morning.
Russell house for the annual meeting
W. H. Downs, representing t lir InOccurred at Her Heme on West
of the lake Carriers' association,
ternational Correspondence schools,
Avenue Early This Morning.
which v III !? in session during the
has returned from a business trip
The death of Mrs. Clara A. MaleUe, next few days. The meeting Is the
north.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Major and niece, wife of W. J. Malctto, has filled the most important ever held by the or
vumiiiuiiuy wiin sadness, ivirs. ganl::atlon. Pursuant to plans recentMiss Lucy Iloyd, who have boon'
spending the past few weeks In the Mairtte i.ag icn in poor health for ly mad-- i public by the executive conv
H iK'hl a year,
I a a Vnua
and her death, while mlttce the association is to be reor
a K la rttsit ti In rr
niv U'ntii
p, m o
vail, ins tmo
lino
The Woman's circle of the Haptlht not a surprise, came unexpected. She ganized and placed In a position to
cliurch will hold its weekly work went east iast October and went to a more efficiently cope with the many
meeting tomorrow afternoon nt 2:30 hoppltal where she was under treat-met- problems confronting the vessel ownfor a couple of months. Return- ers. The labor situation Is one of the
o'clock at the home of, Mrs. Charles
ing to Albuquerque last November, she first matters to receive attention.
Hopping, "01 South Arno street.
has remained In almost the same con Heretofore the association
has not
dition. A slight operation was per-- taken a hand In the labor disputes as
BASKET BALL.
formed Monday and the prospects an association, but has left the In- members to deal with the
University vs. Minors at Colombo Hall
death came unannounced about 3 wage scale and other matters separ-o'clocFriday Night.
this morning. Mrs. Maktte ' ately. A new plan Is row to be pur-wa-s
liasket ball Is the foremost subject
s
in the prime of life, being only 36 sued In the expectation that the
In the minds of lnith university and
of age. She was the daughter of ers' interests will be benefited. The
high school students. The discussions
are of wide range, covering all the ad- Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Keaggy, well known present meeting will appoint a labor
mirable features of each team. The former residents of Albuquerque, but committee with authority to deal with
university boys are positive that they now of Greenbury, Pa. Mr. Keaggy, the lul.or Interests and agree upon a
will
will retain the championship, and the wall for many years a conductor on scalp y which all members
high Bchool boys are confident that the the Santa Fc railroad. A brother. Wil- stand. It is Intimated that before cons
Minors will carry off the honors. lie liam Keaggy, lg at present a resident tracts for labor will be made the
will instht upon the lalwr organl-r.at!ci:this as It may, there Is no doubt as to of this city, being conected with the
Incorporating so that they will
the excellent playing condition of both Electric Light company.
Desides the
husband, lie In a measures responsible for their
teams. Since the last exciting contest, much time has been given to sys- five boys, Arthur, Harry, Gavin, Wil- standing by signed agreements. Untematic practice. The players are all liam and James, are left to mourn the der the plan of reorganization the ofare to le
ficers of the association
strong, muscular, swift and skillful death of a gind and dear mother.
The father and mother of the de- paid salaries and In all probability
basket ball throwers. Considerable attention has been given to team work, ceased weer telegraphed this nfbrnlng. President William Livingstone, of Deand everything Indicates that this will Word was received about noon that troit, will be continued as the head of
1
j
le the best game of the season. There Koaggy was sick and that they would the association.
is no revengeful
feeling
existing i.ol be able to come.
Wisconsin Tobacco Culture.
Mrs. Malete had many, many friends
among the Minors for having been defeated, as some would have us believe, in the city, all of whom will be grieved I Madison, Wis., Jan. 21. The or-but every player has positively stated and lstressed by the sad news of her' ganized tobacco growers and dealers
of . Wisconsin began their second .an- that there will be no rough or vicious untimely death.
The funeral will take place from the nal convention at the state tupitol
playing.
ne of the main purposes of
The lineup of the teams are as fol- i:r,iertaking parlors of A. Borders on'to(la'Gold avenue and Fourth street, Thurs- - the convention Is to bring before the
lows:
University Cannon, center; Bowie, day afternoon, at 2 o'clock. The re- - legislature, now in session, the
will be laid to rest at Falrvlew l'ortance of fostering the tobacco'
rf; Springer, If; Strong, rb; Meyers,
dustry of the state and making adeA-lb; Tascher and Irwin, substitutes.
quate appropriations for establishing
.
Minors Anderson, center; Strum-qnist- .
and . sustaining experimental stations
Avilla on Trial.
rf; Albers, If; Holman, rb; Hear-rup- ,
The case of Alon.o Avilla. alias for growing and curing the best types
lb; Dehn, substitute.
Springer, a dextrloua and skillful James Forest, the Santa Fe Pacific oi touacco oi me Wisconsin climate.
with the gathering
player, has been added to the unl passenger brakeman. charged with In conjunction
verslty team, and Albers, an old play adultery, was heard in United States there Is an elaborate exhibition of
er, with an enviable reputation, as a Commissioner Whiting's court this aft- leaf tobacco grown in the state.
competent man, has strengthened the ernoon. Avilla is alleged to have' beIndiana Dairy Association.
trayed a young farmer girl. Miss Ada
Minors.
Lafayette, Ind., Jan. 21. The Im
A large and enthusiastic crowd Is ex Petty, of Alita, Iowa, into marrying
pected to be present. A dance will him In a mock ceremony, which Is de- diana State Dairy association la celebrating the completion of Its twelfth
nied by Avilla.
follow the game.
Mrs. Avilla, the legal wife of Avllla year with a largely attended convenW. V. Wolvln. T. T). S.. Cental Sur- is present and up to the time of going tion at Purdue university. Men promigeon Santa Fe Pacific. Railroad, G:ant to press the case had not been finished. nently identified with the creamery
tlock. Both 'phones.
Considerable interest is centered in Interests of the state arrived In large
case whi&h-cornethis
under the Ed- numbers during the forenoon and it is
NEW DEPOT CLERK.
expected that by tonight the attendmonds act.
ance will be larger than at any prevHe Aroused Suspicion in the Breast of
ious meeting of the association. The
Everything in' the Fuel Line Here.
Depot Master Barton.
of the convention will consessions
Anthracite,
Gallup
lump
Cetrlllos
and
New men In new envlronmetns,
sooner or later, have strange and some coal. Cord wood and kindling. At tinue through the remainder of the
week. Professors of the state
times exciting experiences. A spright- Hahn's Coal Yard.
schools and representatives
ly little fellow with a good and strikIf you are thinking of buying a piano of the United States department of
ing appearance Is a new addition to save
money by getting prices of Hall agriculture are among those down for
the Santa Fe depot.
& Learnard, the Bquare music dealers. addresses.
There Is a large display
Special Officer Barton passed the
ticket office about 3:30 o'clock this
morning and saw the young fellow
lusily engaged. Sometime later, as he
emerged from the baggage room he
A CLEAN SHAVE
was surprised to see ait the lights In
the ticket office suddenly extlng Mi.- -!
'
i always have woon using
Thinking that something was
one of our fine tempered steel
he pulled his gun and Blipped ur. i
window. Just then he could.
razors. Our stock of fine cut4
guish a head bobbing around
lery Is all of the best' cutting
He had his gun ready for acquality, whether it be carving
tion when "Barton," "Barton" came
knives, pocket knives, shears,
from the lips of the terrified clerk.
or scissors. We keep nothing
The officer thought the clerk had
left the office and gone to bed, the
bat the best quality, and our
thought never entering his mind that
prices have been ground down
the new clerk was sleeping in the
ra sharp as our cutlery.' .
office. The new man was terribly
frightened and he will be more care
ful in the future not to arouse the sus
picions of the watchful officer.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Our Cut Prices
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LINES

OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
WE WANT TO
DISPOSE OF EVERY PAIR DURINO THE NEXT TWO WEEKS AND
HAVE REDUCED THE PRICES TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT WE
ARE SURE TO SUCCEED. SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

1

AND CHILDREN'S SHOES ARE MONEY SAVERS.

k

own-yeer-

j

SHOES FOR ilEN OR
SHOES FOR MEN OR
SHOES FOR MEN OR
SHOES FOR MEN OR
SHOES FOR MEN OR
SHOES FOR MEN OR
FELT SLIPPERS ...
PATENT LEATHER COLONIALS FOR
WOMEN .'
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN
WOMEN

$4.00
3.Z0

$3.23
$3.00
$2.85
$2.50
$1.35

reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced

to 3.00
to $2.83
to $2.50
to $2.25
to $2.15

I

car-riei-

n

heart-broke-

to $2.00
to $1.15

WO- -

S3.50

MEN

reduced to

at .RK

.

BUTTER, EGGS AND LARD
ARE PURE, CWEET AND FRESH.'

OUR
, it t,

.

X

...

i

j

.

t

ri'

.

-J

Care In our buying makes care in
buying on your part unnecessary
that much time and pains we save
you; save you money, besides, because
anything bought here may be relied
upon, none of it needs to be thrown
away. Please place your orders for
butter, eggs, cheese, lard groceries
generally, with us.

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nos. 118 and iiD Couth Second

St

Instead of Waiting....
Until the End of the Seaoon, We Offer the Balance of Our Felt Goods Now While You Still
Have Use for Them
Felt Slippers, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather solet, for

Men, Wo-

men and Children, also Infanta' Romeo and carriage boots; all go at cost
to close them out. Get your size while they last.

T. MUENSTERMAN:
Opposite Postoffice.

224 South Second St.

MONEY TO LOAN.
Ob diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any
The Whitson Music comp.any X
good security; also househoM goods X will give a 20 per cent discount X
stored with me; strictly confidential. X on the largest and most complete X
Highest cash price paid for household X line of musical instruments, in- - $t
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
X eluding the best makes of pianos X
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold arenue. M in the southwest.
j
X
CITY NEWS.

p--

f

Acorn base burners.

world's See

The

standard. Whitney Comapny.
If you wish to give your gentleman
r
friend a nice prcseut set a box of

FOR TREE8, VINES, ETC.,

Whitcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
,

New Rag Carpets.
to order at my home, 1519
South Second street; also rug making.
Bros.' cigars.
Look Into Kleinwort's market on Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
North Tlurd atreeu He has the nicest
Subscribe for The Citizen.
trvs
city.
In
Kir-Bte-

Jicits

the

at exlcan drawn "or we are
kuotflng a big assortment. Albert
Vaber, 80S Railroad avenue.
Gentlemen I let us uute your measure now for a new suit Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
For your health's sake wear shoes
ttiat protect the feet. For your feet's
aake wear shoes that are comfortable.
We supply the kind that are satisfactory and will wear to please you. C.
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
3Vest Railroad avenue.
o
Subscribe for The Citiien.
I'
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0. W. STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers
and
Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In
201-21-

1

this City

North 8econd
BOTH PHONES.

St

J

Per- -

Inventory
aSilCeeae

QS.OO
buys a good wool business suit which formerly
sold for $10, $12 and $15

k
E.

CNt7

SO
Oi
buys any hat

in our win-dowhich formerly sold
for $2.50 to $4.00

l.

vvnoiiuuiiiM

I
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SANTA FE.

A

From the New Mexican.
Mrs. Otero will receive on Thursday
afternoon next at the executive man-cioInvitations for a progressive luncheon to be given by Mesdames John R.
McFie and W. II. Whiteman on Friday
afternoon next In honor of Mrs. J. D.
Hughes have been sent out.
Hon. E. A. Mieri, chairman of the
board of county commlFsloners of Ber
nalillo county, left for his home at
Cul. Important business rnllprt him
home. He is expected to be back in
the capital In about two weeks.
lu the February term of probate
court, W. H. Kerr will make final re
port and ask to be discharged as ad
ministrator to the estate or the late
Lucy Jackson.
Miss Ifothgeb, of I.as Vegas, who has
received an appointment aa stenographer for the legislative council, arrived last evening from the Meac'ow
City and will spend the coming two
months In town. She Is a competent
and rapid stenographer and typist.
T. C. Hunt, stockman of Texico, In
southeastern Guadalupe county, who
stands 6 feet 3 Inches in height, weighs
230 pounds, and is the proud father of
cine stalwart sons, Is a guest at the
Palace hotel.., Mr. Hunt Is in town
working for the creation of a new
county to be cut out of southeastern
Guadalupe and northeastern Chaves
counties.
The board of education met with all
members present except Manuel Del- gado. The reports of the treasurer
and superintendent were received, and
by a unanimous vote it was decided
that the meeting to be held on February 2 should be devoted to consideration of the proposition to Issue
bonds for two new school houses.
Troop A, First cavalry, of Las Vegas,
is trying to make arrangements to give
the play "The Girl I Left Behind Me"
at Loretto auditorium In this city on
Saturday night. The play was given
In Las Vegas last week and was a
great success. The local arrangements
have been completed and the troop Is
now negotiating for rates with Division Superintendent Fox, of the Santa
Fe Railway company.

j

A number of sizes In the latest
most desirable winter shirts,
ever brought to the store. A
reward of 30 per cent or more
reduction, if you can find your
fit among them. '

$1.25

Monarch

Stiff

Shirts

$1.25

Bimetallic

Stiff

Shirts

$1.25

and

Soft

Shirts

All $1.25 and $1.50 Fleeced

90c a Suit.
All

C. H. CQNNlFi
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath of fev
Mo

Simon

The Citizen wants are the best.

MONEYIOLOAN
On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great- bargains in watches
of every description.
A. H. YANOW
209

Stern..
The Railroad Ave.
Clothier.

South Second street, a few doors
north of postoffice.

E. J. POST & CO.
WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

i

Naifs, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
St,
Fittings, Brass Valves.
the Lowest Prices

uv.it

co

Cures by t!4

Science of Osteopathy
Which are Known aa
All

l

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLY

Disease

Curabl.
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Office:

I

Dogs Have Their Day.
Providence, R. I., Jan. 21 The
aristocracy of the canine kingdom
were on view In Infantry hall today
on the occasion of the opening of the
fifth annual show of the Rhode Island
Ktnnel club. The Providence exhibition Is the first of the big bench
shows of the year and always attracts exhibits of a high class. This
year the entries are more than
usually numerous and Include
dogs from many of the most
famous kennels of thla country and
Canada. Prominent among the ex
hibits this year .are the prize bulls
from the Earlington kennels, famous
dog of various breeds from the Ixmg
Ixmsdowne kennels of Philadelpka V
the beagles owned t.y A. Henry llig- - T
tins and a number of fox terriers.
bulls and Russian wolf hounds belong-- a
ina to Mrs. Richard Harding Davis. X
William C. Rockefeller la also among

21 2D
--

w
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Underwear

J. F. PALMER'S,
501 North First street.

120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

Ai

Wool

fpl.90 a Suit.

OATS! OATSI1

car load of No. 1 white oats and
other feeds just received at

Albuquerque Hardware Company
j'-l.,

$2.50

A

i

Indiana's President Inaugurated.
Bloomington, Ind., Jan. 21. The in
auguration of William Lowe Bryan as
president of the Indian university
was a great day for the institution.
The inaugural ceremonies took place
this morning in the main hall, which
was elaborately decorated with the
colors of the university crimson and
cream and a lavish use of potted
plants and cut flowers. President W.
H. P. Faunce of Brown university.
President E. Benjamin Andrews of the
University of Nebraska, President
Joseph Swain of Swarthmore college
and Chief Justice Hadley of the In
diana supreme court were among the
prominent participants in the exercises. Addresses appropriate to the
occasion were delivered on behalf of
the trustees, faculty, alumni and
student bodies. The inaugural cere
monies were followed by the dedica
tion, this afternoon, of the new science
hall, one of the most Imposing of the
university buildings.

Un-

derwear

a

aferl-cultur-

$1.75

Whiting Block

.mALVARADO....
Souvenir Teaspoons, beautiful) new die work,
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
Alvarado" ver taken. Gold bowl

TRY THE

POSTAL PHARMACY
FOi

PRESCRIPTIONS

ONLY SI. 50 UAC1I.

prize-winnin-

--

lAACUDIIDM

'

of creamery and dairy apparatus and
supplies and another Interesting feature of the gathering will l demon-tratlon- s
by the creamery and farm
dairy classes of the dairy school.

...,EVERITT;...'
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Railroad Ave
Albuquerque's Leading Jeweler

00000VOC0000

A. PAUE, Fh Q.
Manager.

S. VANN & SON,
Proprietors.

i

